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Candidate for Govenor Speaks at PC
by Rosemary Cipolla
On Monday, October 1, 1984,
Anthony Solomon, the guber
nato ria l can d id ate on the
Democratice ticket, came to ’64
Hall. Mr. Solomon discussed his
financial aid program, his criminal
policy, his energy policy, and his
Five Year Plan for tourism, as well
as his views on controversial issues.
He feels that he knows what the
people on Rhode Island want and
would like to create a new image
for the state.
Solom on has held form er
political positions in Rhode Island
and feels that he is very experienc
ed in treasury affairs. He formerly
held the positions o f state represen
tative and state treasurer in which
he helped set up the Methodone
Program for people with drug pro

blems, got better child daycare
centers, made use of stagnant funds
in Rhode Island, and generally aid
ed the people with his active stands
to better the state.
In his policy on Financial aid,
Solomon says that although we
have a limit o f funds, money for
education is essential to the young
people because young people are
the best natural resource in Rhode
Island. H ow ever, when he
previously gave the local ad
ministration money for education,
they used this money to give raises
in each department. He wants to
raise the amount of money paid for
education from 40% to 50%.
Although the employment rate is
only 4.5%, Solomon feels that
Rhode Island is looked at negative
ly by businessmen. When speaking

on job programs in Rhode Island,
he wants to set up a One Stop
Shop, where the state will help start
people in business. He will give the
businessmen money which can be
paid back at interest below prime
rates and therefore creat employ
ment. Another solution is the
Delaware Job Program in which a
young person is taught how to ap
proach a busines interview so that
more young people in Rhode Island
who are not college bound can have
business-like jobs. He also stated
that he would like to bring a
customary training program into
effect which would lure companies
to Rhode Island since the state
would pay for the training costs.
In his Criminal Policy, Solomon
feels that more police should be in
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Candidate for Govenor, Anthony Solomon speaks in '64 Hall.
(Photo by Greg Corcoran)

Gerry Ferraro Speaks in Providence

Vice Presidential hopeful Geraldine Ferraro speaks at R.l. State House.
(Photo byh Freida Savines, Courtesy o f Prov. Journal Bulletin)

Dominicans Go Off Campus
By Joseph M Ungaro and
Gary J. Weir
Sixteen Dom inican Fathers
visited 32 “ host houses” o f Pro
vidence College students living off
campus.
The Dominicans went into the
neighborhood at the request of the
Very Reverend John R. Peterson,
O .P ., President o f the College to
discuss the problems created by
parties off campus.
The goal of the visits was to
allow the students to give their
point o f view and offer solutions
that the administration has the
power to implement.
The “ host houses” were asked to
invite anyone who was interested in
commenting on the subject or ques
tioning a m em ber o f the
administration.
At one meeting it was mention
ed that the police were raiding
small parties while students are be
ing mugged and attacked around
campus and even in McDermott
Hall study lounge by non PC

students.
On the subject of drinking on
campus the Very Reverend Gino
Bondi, O .P . said that “ There are
members of the administration
who want a dry campus but most
o f the Dominicans do not support
this.”
Some students have suggested a
wrist band policy and running the
risk o f letting a few .under age peo
ple have alcohol, rather than hav
ing no alcohol on campus and hav
ing the students drink in the uncon
trolled atmosphere off-campus.
Fr. Bondi said that the wrist
band policy is not effective enough
to stop under age people from
drinking.
In closing the meeting, Fr. Bon
di said, “This off-campus problem
is relatively new. The administra
tion has always been interested on
campus but we are just beginning
to deal with the off-campus pro
blem, maybe this is the one good
thing to come out o f the whole

INSIDE THE COWL
NEW S...Turn to page three for interviews with both candidates for
Lt. Governor in R.l.
EDITORIALS...The allocation of money to the various PC clubs is
discussed on page 4.
FEATURES...The Samaritans are a vital part of the city o f Pro
vidence. Read about them on page 10.
SPORTS...PC takes the BEN Tourney. Story on page 16.

A crpwd o f 3,000 turned out to
cheer Geraldine Ferraro as she
spoke on the steps o f the State
House on Saturday night.
Ferraro, the Democratic VicePresidential candidate, was
scheduled to speak at 6:00. She
began her twenty minute speech an
hour late due to fog in Pittsburg
earlier in the day.
Chants of “ Gerry!” occasionally
interrupted Ferraro as she spoke
out on several issues. Mostly, her
remarks were made toward Presi
dent Reagan himself.
“ Leaders are tested in moments
o f crisis, not in pre-paid commer
cials,” she said. “ Reagan is failing
the test. (He is) repeating his errors
rather than correction them.”
Ferraro also had plenty to say on
the President’s policies in Lebanon
and the nuclear freeze. Implying
that Reagan’s actions, or lack of
actions, were in part responsible
for the bombing of the U.S. Em-

bassy in Beirut, Ferraro said that
the United States is “ looking for a
president who will negotiate a
verifiable
nuclear
freeze
agreement.”
The small group o f pro-Reagan
hecklers assembled at the back of
the plaza did not have a great ef
fect on Ferraro. Once she had to
stop in the force of a chant of
“ four more years” , but that was
quickly drowned out by her sup
porters. The two opposing groups
argued, waved signs, and one
short-lived fight broke out.
Although Ferraro spent a good
deal of time directly criticizing the
Reagan administration, the majori
ty o f sign carriers were particular
ly interested in the issue o f abor
tion, on which Ferraro holds a
liberal stance. There were a great
number o f pro-life supporters in
attendance.
The entire state Democratic
ticket, with the exception o f Rep.

Fernard St Germain, was on the
stage with Ferraro. Sen. Claiborne
Pell introduced the mayor o f Pro
vidence, Joseph Paolino, who in
tu rn introduced A nthony J.
Solomon, the Democratic nominee
for governor. Standing under an
immense American Flag that was
stretched across the columns of the
State House, Solomon then gave
the crowd the main attraction.
Ferraro concluded her speech
with a Democratic rally cry. The
crowd erupted as she proclaimed
the time to elect Mondale and Fer
raro “ is not later, it is now!”
Before leaving for Green Airport
en route to her home in Queens,
N.Y., Ferraro stopped at a party in
the Greater Providence Bank
Building, gave a press conference
to newspaper editors at the
Biltmore Plaza Hotel, and taped
three commercials with local televi
sion stations.

Law Schools from all over the country gather in '64 Hall to solitate P.C. students.
(CowI Photo by Brian Thornton)

Committee Discusses Life on Campus
On Friday, September 28, the
very Reverend Thomas R. Peter
son, President of the college, and
the very Reverend Walter J.
McGreevy called a meeting to
discuss social life on campus.
The discussion centered around
providing on-campus social events
for the 85 per cent of the student
body that are currently under the
legal drinking age.
The group included Fr. Mc
Greevy; Fr. Peterson; the very
Reverend John H. McMahon,
Assistant Vice-President for Stu
dent Services; the very Reverend J.
Stuart McPhail, also an Assistant
Vice-President for Student Ser
vices; Timothy Haxton, President

of the Student Congress; John
Powers, President of the Board of
Programmers (BOP); Thomas
Bastoni and James Campbell, also
from the BOP; Kevin Coughlin and
Joseph Ungaro.
The fate of the Providence Col
lege Rathskellar and how it could
best be used by the majority o f the
students was discussed during this
meeting.
Presently, according to Fr.
Peterson, the Rat will be open. He
does not know how, but he
guarantees it will be open, and it
will be open to all ages.
The group also discussed making
optimum use o f the Colonel’s Cor
ner and the Last Resort.

Fr. McPhail pointed out that
there are a variety o f activities
available to students in downtown
Providence. He mentioned specifcally that tickets to the Trinity
Theater are available for 50 cents,
and at a major discount to students
are tickets to any event sponsored
by the RI Council for the Arts.
Fr. Peterson suggested that the
Rat open as a restaurant on certain
nights with ethnic food specialties.
He also mentioned that perhaps the
very Reverend Gino Bondi could be
persuaded to prepare a pasta dish
for an Italian night complete with
checkered tablecloths.
★ FR . P ETER SO N
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NEWS
NEWS BRIEFS
Resident Board Elections
by Julie M. Norko
Resident Board elections were
held on September 27th from 9:00
AM to 4:00 PM in the lower level
o f the Slavin Center.
The board is concerned with oncampus activities such as the Col
onel’s Corner and dormitory
events. It also serves as the ad
ministrative force over the dorm
councils and representatives.
The following sophomores were
elected to serve on the council this

year: Sue Cunningham, President;
Paul Kourkoulis, Vice President;
Betsy Brown, Secretary; and John
Monacci, Treasurer.
Sue C unningham stated,
“ Basically, I’m going to try to pro
mote on-campus activities and get
more students involved. I’d also
like to send out monthly news let
ters, to let everyone know what the
board is doing, and to receive in
put from the students.”

Professional School Admissions
(BOSTON, October 1) Learn
more about how to select a
graduate professional school, how
to improve your application, how
graduate financial aid is computed,
and what opportunities exist in the
field of optometry, at a special
presentation by a representative

from The New England College of
Optometry in Boston. The session
will be held on Monday, October
22, at noon. For exact room loca
tion and more information prior to
the meeting, contact Dr. Daniel
Leary for details.

P.C. Students Awarded
The Board of Advisors for the
O utstanding Y oung Men o f
America awards program announc
ed today that Stephen D. Holland
’85 and Richard S. Marchisio ’85
have been selected for inclusion in
the 1984 edition for OUTSTAN
D ING YOUNG MEN OF
AMERICA.
These men were selected from
n om inations received from
Senators, Congressmen, Gover
nors, Mayors, State Legislators,
University and College Presidents
and Deans as well as various civic
groups, including the United States
Jaycees which also endorses the
O u tstanding Young Men of
America program.
In every community there are

young men working diligently to
make their cities, as well as their
country, better places in which to
live. These men, having distinguised themselves in one or more fields
o f endeavor, are outstanding and
deserve to be recognized for their
achievements. The criteria for
selection include a man’s voluntary
service to community, professional
leadership, academic achievement,
business advancement, cultural ac
complishments and civic and
political participation.
The men listed, along with fellow
O utstanding
Young
Men
throughout North America will be
featured in this prestigious annual
awards publication.

Class Notes ’85

We would like to thank all freshmen who bought carnations for
Freshmen Parents’ Day. We apologize to those few who did not pick
up their carnation order, but we were in Peterson all morning.
Garden Cafe returns to Upper Slavin on Oct. 12 from 4:30 to 8:00.
This event will be better than last time so do not miss o ut!! It is only
$2.00 and tickets will be available from Oct. 8 until Oct. 12 in the
Congress Office. Entertainment at the Garden in Upper Slavin will
be provided by Steve Rizzo on the guitar from 4:30 to 6:00 and then
Robert Bicknell (the Senior Bash DJ) from 6:00 on. Beers will be 75c,
hard drinks $1.00, and hamburgers, hot dogs and soda 501.
The Garden is also throwing a Halloween Party for the Senior Class
on Oct. 19 from 8 p.m. to 1 a.m. at Roger Williams Park, be looking
for more information!!!!
The Tuition Raffle is this Friday, Oct. 5 at 4:00 p.m. in Slavin,
so if your parents or you do not have a ticket get one soon! Tickets
will be available in Lower Slavin the rest o f the week.
Anyone who likes money should get involved in our 20 Week Club.
This is an opportunity to win up to $1000 and a week-end at the
Biltmore Hotel. Sign-ups are in Lower Slavin until the end o f Oct.
Any club, organization, or individual interested in making money
by opening a booth at our Christmas Festival on December 8 and 9
may call 831-2429 for information.
Juniors be looking for Limo Raffle Tickets for Junior Ring
Weekend.

Resident Board election winners (left to right) John Monacci, Treasurer; Betsy Brown, Secretary, Susan Cunningham,
President and Paul Kourkoulis, Vice-President.
(Photo bvBrian Thornton)

Peterson to House Christmas Bazaar
by Alan B. Woodward
On Saturday, December 8 and
Sunday, December 9, the field
house o f Peterson Recreation
Center will be turned into a mall.
The Class of 1985 is planning a
“ Christmas Festival” for these
dates. The event will go from 9
a.m. to 9 p.m. on Saturday and
from 9 a.m. to 7:30 p.m. on
Sunday.
It will include vendors of every
kind. Artwork, crafts, Christmas
ornaments and clothing are among
the items to be offered. “ There will
be much more than arts and crafts.
The ‘Christmas Festival’ is more
than a bazaar,” said John Colantoni, Senior Class President.

Congress News—
The Student Congress Meeting
held on October 1st started with
several announcements.
The Freshmen elections will be
held on Thursday. Voter registra
tion will be on Wednesday from
12-5. Anyone can register to vote
in the presidential elections,
regardless o f whether you are
registered in your home state.
A meeting will be held on Thurs
day between several city govern
ment officials and Providence Col
lege students, concerning current
neighborhood problem s. All
students are welcome to attend and
air their grievances.
Finance Committee chairperson,
Joe Corradino announced that
after October 10th, a day for hear
ings for money allotments for all
clubs that missed the earlier hear
ing days.
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“ STARTS MAKING SENSE’ ’

Progressive Rock Radio 5-2 a.m. nightly
R.E.M. is coming to WDOMon October 16.

your class or club,” Colantoni
suggested.
The event will be open to all PC
students and alumni, as well as the
entire Rhode Island community.
An admission fee o f one dollar
will be charged. PC students and
those under 10 will be admitted free
o f charge.
Twenty percent of the proceeds
collected at the door will be
donated to the Meeting Street
School for the handicapped. Pro
ceeds from rental space will be us
ed by the Class of 1985 for
Commencement.
Added attractio n s o f the
“ Christmas Festival” will include:
a visit by Santa Claus, a babysit★ B A Z A A R , .page 3

Maura McVay, chairperson of
the Elections Committee, announc
ed the results of the Resident Board
elections. President, Sue Cunn
ingham; Vice-President, Paul
K ourkoulis; Secretary, Betsy
Brown; Treasurer, John Monaci.
The
Sub-com m ittee
on
Organizations announced that the
1st meeting of the club presidents
went well, another meeting is
scheduled for October 10th at 7.
Food Committee chairperson
Christy Julian, has issued a ques
tionnaire concering student opinion
o f Raymond cafeteria food, and
recommendations o f changes will
be made.
Paul Briody was sworn in as
OCRO Board president.
Kevin M cC arthy o f the
Legislative Affairs Committee,
made a second reading o f a resolu

tion concerning the separation of
the sub-committee on Organiza
tions from the Committee on
Legislative Affairs. On the basis of
maximum efficiency, the sub
committee on Organizations will
become a Committee in its own
right.
John Powers, President o f the
BOP, announced a non-alcoholic
Last Resort for Friday night. Also,
the BOP officers will be meeting
with the Advisory Board to discuss,
among other things, some propos
ed changes in the BOP
constitution.
Class o f ’85 president John Col
antoni announced another Garden
Cafe party to be held October 12th
in Slavin. Hamburgers, hot dogs
and soft drinks will be fifty cents
and beer seventy-five cents.
★ See CONGRESS
Continued to Page 3

Election ’84 and the Sunreme Court
Daniel C. McCormack
It is strongly presumed that the
November elections will decisively
affect the future o f the Supreme
Court. This is expected, as at least
four o f the seated justices are
thought to be contemplating retire
ment, due to advanced age.
Therefore, whoever is victorious in
November may have the oppor
tunity to significantly alter the
Court’s make-up and ideological
outlook.
Currently, the Court is compos
ed o f nine Justices, who,
ideologically speaking, can be
divided into three blocs. The cdh-

‘ *SOFTCO LOR S "
Just when you thought it was safe to listen
to mainstream....

The festival will provide all with
an opportunity for Christmas
shopping. The vendors will offer
“ excellent Christmas gift ideas.”
There will be all kinds of shopping
with “ unbelievable discounts.”
The entire Peterson Recreation
Center will be “ fashioned after a
mall.” The festival is the first of its
kind. “ Nothing like this has ever
been done in this area before,” said
the enthusiastic Colantoni.
Vendors are recruited by a mail
ing list o f over 2000. A 10x10 space
can be purchased for $50 with an
additional fee for more space.
Student organizations will be
given a special rate o f $40. “ This
is a good chance to raise money for

ONE-STOP VISION CARE

One of the top 10 new bands of 1983
according to Rolling Stone Magazine.

421-9515

servative bloc includes Chief
Justice Burger, along with
Associate Justices White, Rhenquist and O’Connor, the liberal
group, Justices Marshall and Bren
nan, and the moderates, Justices
Powell, Stevens and-Blackmun. Of
these, the two liberals, the conser
vative Chief and an influential pair
o f m oderates (Powell and
Blackmun) are over the age of
seventy-five, and not expected to
last long as Justices.
Should the five Justices expected
to depart from the bench do so, the
sitting President would be faced
with the task o f filling a majority
of the C ourt’s seats. Alone, these
new appointees could, by
themselves constitute a majority.
With the addition of the Court’s
m oderate votes they could
strengthen their power.
How, then does this scenario fit
into the plans o f Messrs. Reagan
and M ondale? Each m an,
understanding the imporatance
that Supreme Court rulings have
on governmental and Presidential
policies would try to appoint
Justices sympathetic to his in
itiatives. In addition, since Justices
sit on the court for an indefinite
period, their impact can still be felt
long after, .tije President who had
appointed Stem has left office, thus
: adding tb'pjpBnportance o f careful
selection. S P
would likely nominate a group of
reliable liberals to the court. In do-

ing this, he would be hoping to
reverse the Burger Court’s fifteenyear swing to the right, and to
stymie the currently strong conser
vative wing. Like Reagan, he
would also hope to woo moderate
votes in the direction o f the
majority.
The choice of a chief Justice will
be an important part o f either
Mondale’s or Reagan’s courtcomposing strategy. Traditionally,
the Chief Justice takes the lead in
influencing
the
C o u rt’s
philosophical and ideological
outlooks. A President would thus
be especially careful to appoint as
Chief a jurist who strongly reflects
his views. Thus, Ronald Reagan
would be expected to appoint a
strong conservative, such as Justice
Rhenquist to the post, while Mon
dale would seek a leading liberal to
fill the Chief’s seat. (Note: The
Chief Justice does not necessarily
have to have been a sitting member
o f the Court. In fact, it is assumed
by many experts that he will come
from outside the ranks, so as to
keep any contention over his ap
pointment to a minimum.)
Thus, we can see how important
the issue of Supreme Court ap
pointments is to the ’84 election.
Such selections will be o f great
significance, for, not only will they
strongly affect the victorious can
didate’s policies, but also the
course o f American life for years
. to come. .
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Licht to Work for Quality Education
Richard Licht, the Democratic
candidate for Lieutenant Governor
o f Rhode Island gave an exclusive
interview to the Providence College
Cowl.
The Lt. Governor o f RI presides
over the senate and is acting Gover
nor when the Governor leaves the
"Licht hopes to expand the office
of Lt. Governor saying that the
“ position should be full-time; the
office should serve the people of
the state and work for them.”
The candidate spoke of holding
“ open office hours so that people
could walk in and tell an elected of
ficial what the problem is.”
Licht criticized his opponent Lila
Sapinsly saying, “ She once wanted
the office abolished. She thinks you
get your power from the Governor.

I believe it comes from the
people.”
The office of Lt. Governor is in
dependent from the Governor and
runs as such. Licht is backing An
thony Solomon for Governor but
says he can work with either
candidate.
Afte studying Economics at Har
vard University, Licht went to Har
vard Law School for 3 years. He
is an attorney and has served in the
state senate for 10 years. In the
state senate Licht chaired both the
Judiciary and Rules committees
and fought for open and public
government. As a state Senator,
Licht voted against raising the
drinking age.
Licht began the interview by
stressing the three main plans of his
campaign platform; creating jobs

Senate Minority Leader Lila
Sapinsley, the Republican Can
didate for Lieutenant Governor,
was first elected to the Rhode
Island Senate in 1972. In an inter
view with The Cowl, Sapinsley ex
pressed her views on the upcoming
election as well as the present state
o f Rhode Island politics.
One of Sapinsley’s primary con
cerns is providing an open and
responsive government to the peo
ple. She believes th at the
Democrats possess an inordinate

amount of power and cites the pre
sent executive departments as an
area that is not responsive to the
public’s needs.
‘ ‘The role o f lieutenant governor
is to solve problems; not by
creating new executive committees,
but by making certain that the ex
isting ones solve the problems.”
Sapinsley criticized her oppo
nent, State Senator Richard Licht,
for his plans to be an independent
Lt. Governor.
“ The offices of governor and Lt.

for Rhode Islanders, striving for
educational excellence and working
out an environmental mediation
plan.
Licht pointed out that companies
in R.I. had a valuable resource
available in the students graduating
from the state’s institution of
higher learning. He mentioned that
the University of R.I. does a lot of
research in robotics, and that this
could be o f great value to high tech
industries which he hopes to lure to
the state.
On education, Licht spoke of
“ sharing a commitment to educa
tional excellence” , and “ Bringing
together various constituents in the
educational system; taxpayers,
students, teachers, parents, ad
ministration and government of
ficials to address the problems fac-

ing the educational system and
come up with a blue print for quali
ty education.”
On environmental management,
the candidate hopes to improve
water quality by protecting the
state’s water resources and is work
ing on an environmental mediation
plan to “ anticipate what our en
vironmental problems could be.”
In closing Licht stressed the im
portance o f college students to a
campaign and introduced his state
wide College Coordinator; John E.
Tabella a member of the class of
86 here at Providence College.
Candidate for Lt. Govenor Richard Licht
Tabella said “ students can do a
(Photo by Brian Thornton)
lot for a campaign and it’s good ex
perience.” Tabella gave his number
for anyone interested in helping the
campaign. It is 727-0100.

Sapinsley Battles Democratic Machine

★ CONGRESS,
from page 2
Bill Collier announced two
Garden Cafe parties. One will be
held October 5th from 8-1 at the
Roger Williams Park Casino, the
price will be 15.00 and will include
dinner dancing and open bar. A
Halloween Party will be held on
October 19th, also at the Park
Casino.
Mike Reagan, president of the
Class of ’86 announced a raffle for
a weekend escape to New York Ci
ty. It will include two nights accom
modations, tickets to a Broadway
show, and round trip flights.
Tim Haxton, President of the
Student Congress, announced
plans for several priests, accom
panied by student leaders to visit
various student apartm ents to talk
over current off-campus problems.
The priests will be looking for feed
back and possible suggestions for
the reconcilem ent o f those
problems.
★ B A Z A A R , from p age 2
ting service and a coloring contest
for Rhode Island CCD classes. In
addition, refreshments will be
available.
Colantoni pointed out the
significance of the date. First, it is
the only Christmas fair planned in
the state for December 8 andd 9.
Second, it will make available
greater shopping opportunities for
students. Because of the closeness
o f final exams to Christmas, there
is often little time to shop.
He emphasized the uniqueness
and location o f the “ Christmas
Festival.” “ It is the only one of its
kind, and it is in Peterson. I can’t
stress how important this is,” Col
antoni said. Also underscored was
that twenty percent o f the admis
sions fee will benefit the Meeting
Street School.
Colantoni extended his thanks to
the PC administration for their
cooperation in what is sure to be
a successful event.
John Colantoni is available for
questions regarding the festival at
831-2429.

Governor should be bracketed like
those o f President and VicePresident,” she said. “There has to
be this partnership.”
According to Sapinsley, who is
running with Cranston Mayor Ed
government and the reduction of

as a deli. Michael A. Haveles, who
helps run Raymond Cafeteria and
Alumni Cafeteria opened it as a

For the past three years,
Sapinsley has presented an alter
native budget at the Republican
Caucus. She hopes this piece of
legislation will be enacted soon.
The idea is that government can
DiPrete, the Republican choice for

Lt. Governor, her first priority will
be economic development. After
that follows correct management of
cost less, thereby returning more
money to the municipalities for use
in such areas as education.
On Sept. 21, Sapinsley announc
ed that Scott A vedisian, a
sophomore at PC and a resident of
Warwick, R.I., will serve as Press
Manager for her campaign. Avedi
sian is willing to answer any ques
tions and receive comments. He
Candidate for Lt. Govenor Lila Sapinsley
can be reached at campaign head
(Photo by Brian Thornton)
quarters at 273-5452.

separate operation.
A variety of sandwiches were
served to a crowd of about 75. The
large screen TV and game rooms

were both utilized by the students,
some o f whom brought their own
Trivia] Pursuit games.
The Rat will be closed Colmbus

Day weekend, but it will be open
the following weekend, possibly for
Fr. Bondi’s Italian Food Fiesta.

A student bites a teacher.
The school psychologist goes berserk.
The substitute teacher is a certified lunatic.
And students graduate who can’t read or write.
It’s Monday morning at JFK High.,

TEACHFRS
U nited A rtists Presents
An AARON RUSSO Production
An ARTHU R H IL L ER Film
sum ng NICK NOLTE •JOBETH WILLIAMS -JUDD HIRSCH • RALPH MACCHIO

★ FR . PETERSON
Continued from Page 1

The group tentatively planned
that event and a Chinese night in
addition to a Last Resort for
underclassmen on Friday, October
5.
The Rat was opened on Friday
and Saturday, September 28 and 29

TEACHERS" ALLEN GARFIELD » LEE GRANT

RICHARD MULLIGAN

Written by W. R. McKlNN EY Production Designed by RICH ARD MacDONALD Directorof Photography DAVID M . WALSH
Executive Producer IRW IN RUSSO Produced by AARON RUSSO DirectedBy ARTHU R HILLER
SOUNDTRACKAVAILABLKON AS* UCOKDSANDCASSETTO.
Featuring the music of Z2TOP BOB SEGER JOE COCKER NIGHT RANGER .38SPECIAL THE MOTELS
FREDDIE MERCURY IAN HUNTER ROMAN HOLLIDAY ERIC MARTIN 4: l RIENDS

STARTS OCTOBER 5th AT THEATRES EVERYWHERE
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EDITORIALS
Club Allocations
The Committee on Finance held its allocation hearings for funding
o f the several clubs and organizations chartered by the Student Con
gress on Tuesday, September 19. The Student Services booth informed
clubs at the Club Fair o f the hearings and set the due date for alloca
tion by September 14.
Each year the Finance Committee “ distributes the wealth” accor
ding to club requests and breakdown of information at the hearings.
Many complain the Finance Committee is unfair to smaller clubs and
does not give them the proper amount o f funding. The Cowl disagrees.
According to the report of the Finance Committee, “ ...the most
well-organized groups received the largest share of the funds and most
of what they requested. Similarly, those groups that presented vague,
amorphous, and unspecific requests or who had not held organiza
tional meetings were treated with a more critical and exacting rigor.
The organizations which were most prepared were the Pastoral Coun
cil, the Finance Club, the Rugby Club, and the Racquetball Club.”
Their method is very fair and straightforward. If clubs are not given
the amount o f money requested, it is mostly their own fault. A pro
per presentation and organization of funds will allow the clubs to
receive a fair amount of money from the Finance Committee.
Some clubs were cut from funding altogether, specifically groups
that support various athletic teams. Spirit is important to a school’s
athletic team, but it is the job o f teams and the Athletic Department,
not the Student Congress, to finance them.
Speaking of financing clubs, lack o f any increase is due to the fact
that certain clubs, such as BOP, overspent their budget. Any raise
in the Student Activity Fee paid for their club’s mistake. Last year
BOP spent $100,107.53—$8,000 over their budget. To prevent
“ overspending” in the future, the Finance Committee set up a penalty
system. If clubs exceed their given amount o f funds, penalties will
be distributed and taken into consideration at future allocation hear
ings. The Finance Committee also plans to redefine their executive
board policies such as what a “ banquet” or “ group travel” stand for.
Right now, the Student Activity Fee is low compared to surroun
ding schools the same size as PC. In the future, The CowI suggests
the clubs pay their Student Activity Fees in accord with the amount
requested. Also, to the clubs that felt they were mistreated during the
first allocation hearing or were unprepared, the Finance Committee
has set a date to hold a second round of hearings. Perhaps this time
clubs will be more organized so they can receive the treatment and
funding they deserve.

One-sided Press
Last week the Providence Journal ran a series of articles in reference
to the arresting of 46 PC students. The Cowl would like to refute the
tone and insinuation o f this coverage. The Journal displayed a desire
to inflame the situation by reprinting damaging quotes by exaggerating
neighbors. At the same time these muckraking articles were making
national news, the Journal decided to selectively edit the letter sub
mitted by Fr. Peterson on the arrest issue and turn a blind eye to the
efforts of students to improve off-campus relations by picking up trash
around the neighborhood last Sunday. The Journal also does not
bother to report any of the muggings or thefts occuring to PC students,
not committed by them.
As student journalists, the editors of the Cowl express deep disap
pointment in the unprofessional, one-sided coverage of and the bad
example set forth by the Providence Journal-Bulletin.
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Commentary------ Cal’s Comments-------Since the infamous quote has
been the center of attention this
past week it’s about time to address
the topic of social interaction here
at PC. I use the term social interac
tion because the scope o f the new
drinking law goes far beyond one’s
ability to drink. The root of the
Providence College drinking age
problem lies not entirely in one’s
ability to drink, but mostly in one’s
ability to socially interact in an
adult environment.
W hether Fr. Peterson, Fr.
McGreevy, and the rest of the Ad
ministration will realistically face
the present problem or not, they
must recognize every student as be
ing an adult. As an adult, one faces
the responsiblility o f making
choices. The choice of following
drinking laws and regulations is the
whole root of our present dif
ficulties encountered between
students and neighbors, police, and
the A dministration. The Ad
ministration has failed to recognize
the students power of choice. It
believes that because they tell the
students to adt a certain way that
the students will do . so. Unfor
tunately for the Administration, a
large body o f students have exercisedtheir;power of choice contrary
to the wishes of the
Administration.
Dp students' have a rig h t'to
disregard the' drinking age law of
21? Yes.' and'no-. Technically, all
laws-shgjild.be fo.Upwed iti order to
preserve the legally; based fOlfhda-':
tionsKif our country, But in flrac-'
tice, we have a long hist.oty o f not
adhering to unpopular Or, urtjuSt.
laws. Underage drinkers have been
.denied their right lo. drink through.
the [hysteria of an .unreasonable,
majority. This minority of.adults,
-between the ages of 18 to 21 cah-7
not mount enough support to
uphold what should be a.personal
act o f self-determination. Because
thdy are being out-lobbied and out
voted by a wider segment o f older

people, this age group o f people is
being law fully discrim inated
against through a tryanny of the
majority. Because indiijfiual rights
of self-determination are being
denied, the adults in this age seg
ment have the right to choose to
disregard the drinking law.
Without doubt, a wide distance
exists between the two divergent
opinions on the drinking law. Fr.
Peterson believes that “ Respect for
the law and for the rights of others
must be made a rule for all.” This
is a lot easier for him to say, than
for a majority o f the students to
do. At least Fr. McGreevy
recognizes that “ the time-bomb has
gone off.” Unfortunately, he
follows up his diagnosis with a

Robert
DeRuntz

totally ridiculous explanation:
“ There is no jusification for the
students’ behavior and I am going
to have people expelled.” He is be
ing hasty-in his statemgnt for each
student whom he expells in the
future over these difficulties will
represent a small; part of himself
which should be expelled; the ex
pulsion of a student represents his
personal failure to provide a college
environment conducive to the
■m aturation o f 'a ; student. By
treating .adults like children, some
' students have succumbed to such
treatment and have reverted back
into childish ways. Such childish
acts, although much-less prevalent
. 'than what.the Providence JoumalBulletin insinuates, are the result
the Administration treatment of
. ,"Students as .children.
The acts .of “ urination, defecatiofi, and copulation” which have
given PC much unheeded notorie
ty are only fragments of the “ timebomb” which Fr. McGreevy refers

to. These acts are the fruit o f a
heavily regulated and restricted
social life at PC. The most irksome
thought about the time-bomb is
that it might not stop exploding for
a long time to come. The Ad
ministration does not appear will
ing to openly address student pro
blems as PC! The explusion of of
fending students will only put off
facing the problem for a short
period o f time.
For the students the solution is
very simple—end all drinking
policies. However, the Administra
tion cannot easily undo such
policies. Nevertheless, the Ad
ministration should recognize that
students very easily created alter
natives to its own policy—large keg
parties, wild roadtrips, and bar
hopping with fake ID’s to compen
sate for the death of the mixers.
The school must now create alter
natives to the students’ alternatives.
The school must try to bring
students back onto campus to their
social interaction. To convince the
students to make such a choice ma
jo r changes need to be
implemented.
Actually only two major changes
would be needed: first,; for oncampus drinking penalties ,to be
Iaxed, and more significantly for
the beer limitation policy at mixers
to be dropped. The whole key to
the change lies in an approach of
benevolent neglect by the Ad
ministration. This solution has
worked admirably in California
where the drinking age is 2 Land of
ficial drinking policies are
stringent. Through a policy of
benevolent neglect the Administra
tion can adhere to its principles and
most o f its policies while allowing
students to exercise their right to
break or follow the drinking law.
I have no doubts that suck a policy
will work at PC to the benefit of
the Neighbors, Police, Administra
tion, and Students.
continued ong page 5

U.S. Policy Defended
Dear Editor,
I, a patriotic American, was of
fended by Mr. Roden’s letter justi
fying Soviet actions by comparing
them to United States foreign
policy. Mr. Roden compares the
Soviet invasion of Afghanistan to
the American involvement in
Southeast Asia. We were invited by

the South Vietnamese government
to aid them in their battle to repell
a foreign invasion. We has no ter
ritorial ambition as motivation.
The Soviets invaded Afghanistan in
the m iddle o f the night,
assassinated the President, and in
stalled a puppet regime. The
Soviets have routinely murdered

civilians in retaliation for the ac
tions o f the Afghan Freedom
Fighters. The Soviets have used
chemical and biological weapons
against these Afghan patriots. The
Soviets purpose for invading
Afghanistan was to get closer to the
Middle Eastern oil fields and the
Persian Gulf. A cause much nobler
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Muggings Endanger Students Safety
Dear Editor,
On Friday night, myself and a
friend were walking down Douglas
Ave. and were approached and
mugged by two black men. These
men were carrying a knife and not
only tried to take money, but also
tore a gold chain off my neck. This
incident shook both o f us up a
great deal, making me think about
what could have happened.
It annoys me to think that this
could have been avoided. What
does it take to prove to the ad
ministration that something must
be done? Not only are we at school
to learn, but we are also here to
meet new people and enjoy the
social lives o f normal college
students. PC is making this dif
ficult, if not impossible because of
their new policies regarding the in
crease o f the RI drinking age. We
have a gorgeous campus, including
things such as the Rat and Col
onel’s Corner. It seems ridiculous
that the students have to stand out
side Fennell gates or on Eaton

Street drinking, running the risk of
getting either arrested or mugged.
Does it take a rape or a murder
for the administration to realize
that something must be done? Why
not have these social events in an
area where they can be supervised
and where the atmosphere and
amount of alcohol can be controll
ed? PC is getting awful publicity
because students are being forced
to take their social gatherings off
campus, thus involving Providence
police. Why can’t the administra
tion listen now before it’s too late?
name withheld by request
Dear Editor,
On Friday evening, September
21, officers o f the Providence
Police Department, in response to
pressure from local residents, were
dispatched to and subsequently
dispersed several “ noisy beer par
ties” . These parties were broken up
very peacefully by all accounts, in
cluding police and media. The very
next night, police were found out
in force in the Eaton Street area:

there were in fact three police
cruisers parked for most o f the
night at the Fennel Gates on the
outskirts of the Providence College
campus.
On this same Saturday night,
three of my floor-mates on campus
were viciously and randomly at
tacked while in the neighborhood
in three separate incidents. Two of
them amounted to nothing more
than cheap-shots from local punks,
but unfortunately one of them end
ed with my friend being hospitaliz
ed for a concussion and unexplain
ed bleeding from the head.
I understand that attacks of this
type occur all of the time in cities,
and more specifically around col
lege campuses, where local youths
are jealous o f the social life carried
on by the out-of-towners on their
“ turf” , especially since I am a
native o f a college town.
I understand and sympathize
with the local resident’s plight, and
apologize on behalf of my fellow
students if we so greatly inconve-

Response to US - Soviet Relations
Dear Editor,
We find we msut respond to Mr.
Paul L aR ue’s article in the
September 19th issue of The Cowl
concerning US-Soviet relations. We
also find it hard to believe that
someone who knows so little could
say so much.
One must realize that Karl Marx
was not a “ lone fanatic” nor is
communism his “ twisted dream.”
Communism is in theory the most
perfect form o f government
available to mankind. If, however,
this cannot be made to work in
practice, no blame should be plac
ed upon its creator. Our society has
found democracy to work best for
our situation, but that does not

mean that democracy is the best
form of government for everyone.
The very essence o f our form of
democracy is that it allows for the
peaceful coexistence o f other forms
o f governm ent. Perhaps Mr.
LaRue’s comments about the
Soviet government do have basis in
fact, yet they are somewhat o f a
radical propagandist ploy to make
the US the knight in shining armor
triumph over the “ Evil Empire” of
the USSR.
May we quote Mr. LaRue: “ We
as a nation should be doing all we
can to promote freedom and
democratic rule in allied nations
such as El Salvador, Honduras,
and the Phillipines.” This is Mr.

LaRue’s truest statement. “ We
should encourage andy and all antiSoviet tendencies in the satellite na
tions, up to and including a com
plete break with the USSR.” Mr.
LaRue does not seem to realize that
this action is a blatant request for
all-out war. He is also seemingly ig
norant of the fact that the result of
a war with the Warsaw Pact na
tions would lead to the “ cold
blooded execution” o f countless
millions, a sum far graver than the
269 who died in the Korean
airplane.
Mia Anastasio ’87
John W. Fasano ’87
Janine M. Patnaude ’87

nience you by our presence.
I do not understand, however,
the need for the added presence of
police officers on the edge o f our
campus, and I call on Chief An
thony J. Mancuso to call off the
stationing of the officers, and in
stead institute patrols. Your
presence is somewhat resented, and
is ineffective, as evidenced by the
attacks which occurred each within
four blocks o f you.
At the same time, I call on
residents to examine your cons
ciences. We come in here nine
months a year and ‘inconvenience’
you by our presence, but do we ig
norantly threaten your physical
well-being?
Michael G. Panarello ’86

To the PC Community,
1 would like to thank all o f you
who helped to make LAW DAY
1984 a successful and smoothly run
operation. Special thanks for a job
well done to Mark Raposa and the
set-up crew, and to the Friars Club.
Once again Law School Represen
tatives found PC to be the
friendliest and best organized stop
on their tour. Special thanks also
to Claire Green, the Student Aides
and Secretaries at the Counseling
Center, and to the Food Services
Department. Well done!
I urge all ju niors and
sophomores to join us next year for
Law Day.
John J. McGrath
Placement Coordinator

PC Reputation
at Stake
Dear Editor,
Can we talk here? I have to get
something off my chest before I
have a nervous breakdown. 1 love
this college and I’m happy to be a
part of it. I’ms sure most of you
feel the same way, right? But in the
past week, I have been up to my
neck with questions regarding last
week’s ‘Incident’. For example, I
walked into work the other day and
I was literally bombarded with
questions:
“ I hear PC is a rowdy school.
Do you get in on the action?”
“ Did you read the paper? PC
has a juicy write-up.”
“ You must be having a blast up
at that famous party school, huh?”
Party school? Since when? Let’s
get serious people.
My father called me the other
day. He usually does, but this time
he sounded suspicious.
“ Have you been studying? How
are your grades? Do you go out
very often?” Dad’s under the im
pression that just because a teeny
tiny number of students got out of
hand last week, all the students are
doing the same thing! Talk about
hasty generalizations here!
So, a few students made a
mistake, does that mean we are all
responsible? Something goes wrong
and the community automatically
labels the college as a party school!
I mean, let’s get serious, an
asylum!!
Now it’s to the point where most
of us are afraid to invite a few
dozen people over to have a few
laughts (and then some). As for
myself, I’m totally paranoid. It will
be a long time before my room
mates and I decide to have a ‘gettogether’. In the meantime, we all
have to help in mending this situa
tion. Let’s show these people that
we are responsible adults and not
wild maniacs.
I’m sure those few students have
learned their lesson. Now can we
let this thing die? PC is an excellent
school. I know it, you know it, now
let’s let the community know it!
Lola Brito '87★
★ U .S . POLICY,

from page 4
than our attempt to keep South
Vietnam free.
Mr. Roden’s comparison o f the
American Revolution to the Com
munist take over in Nicaragua and
attempt in El Salvador is ludicrous.
The Continental Army did not
receive weapons, money, or ad
visors from the Kremlin. The
American Revolution was inspired
by a desire for freedom while the
Soviet actions in Central America
are aimed at gaining a Communist
foothold in the W estern
Hemisphere. You propose that the
Latin Americans want a Com
munist way o f life. Mr. Roden
should ask a Pole imprisoned for
joining a labor union if he enjoys
living a communist society. He
should ask an Afghan, Hungarian,
or a Czech about their opinions of
communism. If Mr. Roden does
not want to go that far he can ask
one of the Grenadians who thank
ed our soldiers for liberating them.
I am disgusted by any com
parisons between our open
Democratic government and the
murdering tyrants in Moscow, who
see nothing wrong with enslaving
their own people, murdering
Afghans who stand in their way,
blasting civlian jetliners out o f the
sky, or taking part in the attemp
ted assassination of Pope John
Paul II.
John Patrick Coakley ’88
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Paying Amateurs:

Sam Speaks

El Salvador:

A Country Worth Supporting

Dear Editor,
For the past five years El
’ W . Sam uel C ap u an o
Salvador has been involved in a
could have been mentioned—
tragic civil war that has resulted in
Every once in a while, public
amateurism. Now, I know no one
thousands of innocent lives being
figures make a comment that kind
can spell the word. Unfortunately,
lost not to mention the personal
of makes one want to say, “ See ya
at the current rate, no one will have
and emotional suffering that will
later!” As you might have guess
to, because it’s disappearing from
endure with the victims long after
ed, intelligent readers that you are,
society. Anyone who thinks all the
the war.
such an incident recently took
Olympic athletes are amateurs is
For the past fifty years the
place. A few weeks ago on ABCforty years behind the times. Even
powerful military establishment
TV, commentator Beano Cook and
the Boston Marathon, that stalwart
ran the government by force and
quarterback Bernie Kosar from the
of amateurism, is leaning towards
decree. El Salvador had been a
University o f Miami said they
commercialism. One can only hope
country in which the “ elite” had all
thought college football players
college athletics are not heading in
the political, economic and social
should be paid. They probably also
the same direction.
power while the peasants were just
think Michael Jackson has more
If big-time college football
subordinates to the powerful
m usical ta len t th an Bruce
players get paychecks, why not
landowners.
Springsteen.
Divisions II or III? Why not pay
This dismal situation in which all
Hey, B e an o ...B ern ie...b u d 
college basketball, baseball, hockey
the power was concentrated in the
dies... c'mon! What are you say
or tiddley wink players? Who is to
hands of a few caused revolu
ing?! Let’s think about it for a
say how much time needs to be put
tionary groups to appear and to
minute. First of all, college football
.in a college sport before the jock
promise political, economic sand
at the level (Division I) these two
(or jockette, of course) gets paid?
social reforms to the peasants.
Einsteins are talking about get
Are there other problems here?
These revolutionary groups then
pampered, patted and petted to the
Is Patrick Harrington controver
try to recruit the peasants in join
point of sickness. Almost all of
sial? Yes, Beano. Yes, Bernie. Yes,
ing their organization either by per
them get a total free ride at their
Virginia, there are others. Name
suasion or by their usual method of
respective schools, and I’m talking
ly, recruitment. It’s bad enough
coercion and intimidation. They
free. Free books, free food, free
that 18-year old high school . misled the peasants into believing
rooms, and o f course free tuition.
superstars get abused by college
that the revolution will improve
These are for the record. Who
coaches who give them all kinds of
their lives.
knows what other little incentives
non-monetary offers. Now they
These guerrillas (as they are call
they are given?
really can have some fun. Picture
ed) are being guided by leaders who
How much is this worth? Well,
this one, Bernie: “ Well, Mr.
are very sympathetic toward the
speaking in tangibles, one might get
Superstar, we can offer Junior here
Marxist-Leninist doctrine, and
a figure of anywhere from $6000 to
$25,000 a year to pay for us.”
whose ultimate goal is to create a
about $20,000, depending on the
An 18-year old who hits the
dictatorship like that o f their
school. But, it’s more than tangenlimelight has enough pressure on
M arxist-Leninist
friends,
cy, isn’t it? For most o f us, college
him or her. If there is an
Nicaragua and Cuba. They want
is an investment for the future, a
astronomical salary involved, who
people to believe that if the revolu
dollar investment. For these players
is going to tell them to study?
tion succeeds, then they will create
it’s a time investment.
Before long, they would be getting
Let’s take a look at this time in
lifetime contracts. Who is going to
vestment. The one valid point
tell them to read the Stumpf text?
Beano (By the way, would you ever
Any answers, Beano? What would
name your kid “ Beano” ?) made
be the purpose o f calling it college
was that these players spend a heck
football? It would be minor league
o f a lot o f the year studying
football.
playbooks, conditioning, and
Anyway, something would be
Abortion is the practice of kill
weightlifting to get ready for the 12
missing, wouldn’t it? The abuse
game schedule. That cannot be
ing an unborn infant, and remov
would only get worse. (By the way,
stressed enough. One might think
ing it from its mother’s womb. This
one does not have to look very far
can be accomplished by any of
they should get something for their
to see athletes who get the fringies.)
several different methods. One way
time. Well, friends and neighbors,
So, Beano, Bernie, and anyone
it to use a curette, a sharp surgical
they do. They get all the aforemen
else, what would your ideas of
instrument. The curette is used to
tioned goodies, handed to them on
payroll really accomplish?
dismember the unborn infant’s
a silver platter.
body. There is also the suction
Let’s look at another item which
method, in which a powerful
vacuum pump is attached to the
mother’s womb, literally sucking
out the fetus. A third method is to
P.C. has a fine reputation for
inject a salt solution into the uterus,
Dear Editor,
athletics (basketball and hockey),
burning the infant alive, or alter
Incendiary is, perhaps, the single
academics (Western Civ.), and
natively, chemicals can be injected
word that best describes the uproar
into the mother which causes her
religious affiliation (being the on
over the arrests of 46 Providence
to go into premature labor and
ly college in North America run by
College students for drinking viola
tions last week. But besides giving
the Dominican Priests). But
birth.
because
of
such
events
as
this
one,
Why would any mother undergo
excuses, alternatives, and rhetoric,
these respectable reputations seem
an abortion? In some cases, the
let us look at another area—which
to (or at least could) be waning. A
reason is plain enough: her life is
can be described as realistic.
cloud of ugliness has, for the time
threatened. The mother has a right
Last week’s events brought
being, overshadowed these
about a media extravaganza. Sting
to self-defense, as do we all. That
accomplishments.
ing editorials from the Cowl and
is not my concern: my interests lie
with the ,cases where the life
One woman from the communi
Providence Journal were read by
ty claimed that students here ac
students, faculty, and community
threatened is not the mother’s but
tually, “ defecate in the streets, and
members. Channel 12 broadcast a
the unborn infant. A lot of
copulate
in
the
streets.”
Gracious.
story on the incident. On a
nonsense has been flung around in
What harsh if not false words.
somewhat larger scale, the national
this area, and it is time to separate
edition of the Daily News publish
What justification is there for such
myth from cold, harsh reality.
m alignant words? True, the
ed a small excerpt on the incident.
Most, of the rationalizations in
woman has good reason to be
Still more impressive, the USA To
defense of abortion founder on one
upset—yet she does injustice to the
day printed a small article concer
crucial point: there is no price so
college and to the community.
ning the event.
high as a human life. Take the
With due respect, citizen, please be
Usually, upper echelon academic
argument for “ economic hard
more cautious with your choice of
institutions marvel and enjoy such
ship” : perhaps the mother has no
publicity. Unfortunately, prime
words.
money at all. But can we measure
Fr. Thomas R. peterson, O.P.,
publicity o f this caliber results in,
"dm^nile^resenRITuaRoinrtliar
as we have just read, bad press,
President of P.C., said, in his let
the Rat and other once undry
and, as we may find out, bad
ter to the Cowl, that the good name
places, are dry. So it seems to
and fine reputation of the school
reputation.
reason, that students will seek
and students can not be
The argument whether or not an
places which serve alcoholic
“ destroyed” . He said, “ Unruly or
occurance like this should get the
beverages off campus. One goal the
unlawful conduct on the part of the
kind o f attention it has received is
Rat was set to accomplish was to
Providence College students who
irrelevant. One should and could
function as a social spot for
live off campus will make them
look at the much broader implica
students who could drink on cam
liable to disciplinary action by the
tions, such as reputation. N othing.
pus. The key is on campus. Not ad
college.” This is commendable. My
sustains more weathering and
dressing the problem o f social acadmittedly imperfect understanweight than a reputation does.

a society that is just and fair for all
its citizens. But looking at past
revolutions in Central America,
like Nicaragua, we see the same
promises being made but never
fulfilled when the revolution does
succeed.
The guerrillas material support
comes totally out of Communist
countries, most particularly
Nicaragua, Cuba and. the Soviet
union. These countries has given
assistance to the guerrillas to fur
ther their own Communist revolu
tion to the Western Hemisphere.
Communist countries do not give
support to guerrilla organizations
if their goal is to create a govern
ment that will be open and fair to
all its citizens, as the guerrillas
claim it would be. But, rather the
Soviet Union does give political,
economic and military support to
any group that is ideologically in
line with them. One has to con
clude if the guerrillas ultimate goal
is to create a government that is in
line with the communist orbit.
The civil war has forced the
leaders o f El Salvador to address
the problems confronting the na
tion. We now see that the govern
ment is making an earnest and
sincere attem pt to make the
political system more open and fair
for all its citizens.
Four months ago, El Salvador
elected its first civilian president in
an open and honest election
w ithout interference by the
military. This election should be
looked upon as an achievement

since a great majority of the
citizens participated and risked
their lives in order to cast a ballot.
One should be reminded that the
guerrillas were against the elections
and threatened to do bodily harm
to anyone who exercises his consititutional right to vote. Isn’t it
ironic that these guerrillas who
claim that they are fighting a
crusade for the people are actually
threatening the people whose only
desire is to live in peace?
The people o f El Salvador had
suffered over the years. But, one
has to wonder if the peasants will
be better off under a Communist
dictatorship. We fully understand
the repression that persists in com
munist countries in which citizens
are denied their basic political,
economic, social and religious
freedoms.
We should continue to help El
Salvador in their battle against the
guerrillas. It is better for El
Salvador to be in our orbit o f in
fluence than under communist
repression, since our country will
further pressure the government to
liberalize its political, economic,
and social aspect o f society.
We must counter the communist
expansion and penetration in the
Western Hemisphere. We must
work with El Salvador to insure
that the people of this war-tom na
tion will have their basic politcal,
economic and social freedoms that
is entitled to them under God.
John Cotoia ’87

A bortion:

The Silent Holocost

Student’s Concern for PC

that case, why doesn’t someone ex
plain to her the plain facts, or have
her somehow restrained if she is in
capable of understanding?
Then again, there is the possibili
ty of rape or incest resulting in
pregnancy. It would seem, with the
woman being forcefully assaulted,
that she is free of responsibility. Let
us, however, ask ourselves: will an
abortion help matter any? Will it
ease the pain and the trauma she
feels? Most likely not: murdering
a defenseless victim appeals to no
one but a sadist. An abortion will
probably just place more strain on
the mother than she already has.

Paul
LaRue

Certainly it will place quite a strain
on the infant.
One last argument has it that an
infant can be aborted if it is
discovered that it is mentally or
physically impaired. Who are we to
judge imperfect any human being,
unborn or otherwise? Who are we
to deny life to those who are
a human life in dollars and cents?
And if the burden is so great, why
can’t the child be given up for.
adoption? That would solve the
mother’s financial difficulties and
the .child’s right to breath in one
tivities, on campus, has seen its
results.
We, too, students, are to take
much blame. Fr. McGreevy is cor
rect in saying, “ There is no
justification for the students’
behavior and I am going to have
students expelled. Such activity is
absurd.
In conclusion, we should realize
we have a potential problem.

Or consider the situation where
the mother is “ emotionally in
capable” of supporting a child. At
a time like this, one has to ask why,
oh why is she having sex if she is
unprotected and if she feels in
competent to handle a potential
pregnancy? Perhaps the mother
doesn’t understand the connection
between sex and pregnancy. But in
“ substandard?”
These arguments are nothing but
smokescreens. There is no possible
way in which we can justify any
more than a bare fraction of the
abortions which occur in ths coun
try year after year. Not only is it
lethal to a good number o f unborn
babies, but is is also disastrous for
our nation as a whole.
If we reason that infants in utero
are just a mass o f cells to be
destroyed at will, where will it all
end? Will we take the next step and
declare the aged and the infirm un
worthy o f life? Will we mercifully
kill off those who are terminally ill?
Why not execute those of us who
exist on welfare payments? Aren’t
they financial burdens on the rest
of us? It is time that a line is drawn.
There must be no more mercy
killing o f the “ unwanted” , the
“ burdensome” , and the “ unwor
thy” . We must learn again to
treasure human life as infinitely
precious. Not to do so would put
our nation, our America in the
gravest moral danger.___________
Critics may say the words here are
wallowing with trivialities, but in
essence, they are not. while I enjoy
socializing and a rousing party, I
also enjoy moderation. Moderation
may be the saving grace.
Jim Freeman '88
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ARTS/
Ramhara to Lecture at PC
by Lola Brito
The New York Times Book
Review has described her as
shrewd, tough, cat-smart, and
original. She’s Toni Cade Bambara, a leading Black American
author and she will hit PC’s cam
pus on October 16 to strut her
stuff. For those o f you who want
to get in on the action, here is some
information to enlighten you about
this author.
Ms. Bambara earned her M.A.
in Modern American Literature at

Queens College o f New York in
1963 and her B.A. in Theatre
Arts/English Literature at Queens
College, New York in 1959. She is
also trained in film, theatre, and
dance. Currently, she is writing,
lecturing, and making presenta
tions in the United States and
abroad in museums, prisons, com
munity centers, hospitals, and cam
puses. From 1959 to 1982 she
worked with tenant councils,
halfway houses, consumer educa
tion groups, crisis centers, youth

centers, and senior citizen centers
to name a few. Ms. Bambara is a
founding member o f the
Neighborhood Arts Center, Inc.,
the Southern Collective of African
American Writers, the Pomoja
W riters W orkshop, and the
Southwest Food Co-op.
Along the way, Ms. Bambara
has earned many awards; in 1980,
The National Association of Negro
Business and Professional Womens
Club League Award for service to
Black Women; in 1981, The
American book award for “The
Salt Eaters” ; and in 1982, the Na
tional Endowment for the Arts In
dividual Literature Grant Service
Award from the John F. Kennedy
Middle School, Atlanta. The list
goes on.
Ms. Bambara has lectured with
the Paul Rokenson Scholar Series
at Rutgers University, the Ida B.
Wells Series at the University of
Maryland and Medgar Evers Col
lege, Brooklyn. She has also lec
tured for the W.E.B. DuBois Series
at the University of Washington,
St. Louis; and for the Reid Lec
tureships at Bamard/Columbia.
On October 16, Providence College
will be added to Bambara’s long list
o f lectures.

Toni Cade Bambara, author of The Salt Eaters to speak at PC.
(Photo by Nikki Finney)

If you are interested in Toni
Cade Bambara’s work, you might
want to read the short stories en
titled, “ The Salt Eaters” , “The Sea
Birds Are Still A live,” and
“ Gorilla, My Love.” Meanwhile,
reserve October 16 on your calen
dar and you will know what the
Chicago Daily News meant when it
said “ Ms. Bambara grabs you by
the th ro at, she dazzles, she
charms.” Remember, October
16—Be there.

Richey on Piano
by Rosemary Cipolla
It is rare and enchanting to find
one so young so dedicated and in
love. For Craig Richey this love is
the piano. He performed on
Wednesday, September 26 at 8:00
p.m. in Blackfriars Theatre. His
piano recital consisted of Bach’s
Partita No. 1 in Bflat, Beethoven’s
Sonata in A flat major, Op. 110,
a Rachmaninoff Prelude, and Prokoviev’s Sonata No. 9 in C.
Coming from a musical home,
Richey was rebellious at first to
enter into the musical field, his
father was a composer and pianist,
and his mother is a top violinist
who teaches at the North Carolina
School o f the Arts and is an active
player. His father taught Craig

when he was young. When Craig
wanted to take piano lessons, his
parents said that he could have
them only if he was sure he would
continue them. Practice is an im
portant part o f playing the piano
and a young student often would
rather go out with friends or earn
money than practice. Richey felt
this way but his mother solved the
problem by paying him to take
lessons. His first love is chamber
music and he hopes eventually to
form a group. His goal is to teach
piano and perform frequently.
Richey entered the N orth
Carolina School o f the Arts and
studied with Bela Nagy, Anne Ep
person and Joseph Kalichstein. He
received his B.M. from the St.
Louis Conservatory o f Music with
Joe Kalichstein and is presently a
candidate for a M.M. from Julliard
School with Martin Camin. Richey
has received an award from the Na
tional Federation of Music in 1982,
and the 1984 Irwin Freundlich
Award and was the 1983 recipient
of the Artist’s Presentation Socie
ty of St. Louis. He has studied
cham ber m usic with A rthur
Balsam, Leslie Parnas, and Paul
Doktor and is a professional per
forming member of the Richey
Family Chamber Ensemble.

What’s Happening Around Town
ART EXHIBITS
Bell Gallery, List Art Center,
Brown University, Providence.
From O ct. 13 through Nov.
11—“ Hanging Out: Stereographic
Prints from the Collection of
Samuel Wagstaff, Jr. at the J. Paul
Getty Museum.” This exhibit in
cludes stereographic prints revealin three dimensions, the
remarkably scenic character of 19th
century life at leisure. Hours:
Mon.-Fri. 11:00 a.m.-4:00 p.m.,
Sat. and Sun. 1:00 p.m .-4:00 p.m.
863-2421.
Bannister Gallery, Rhode Island
College, Providence. Through Oct.
18—“ A nachronism /R etrospect
and Prospect,” including graphic
and typographic images by DietR. Winkler. Hours: Mon.-Fri.
11:00 a.m .-4:00 p.m ., Tues. and
Thur. 6:00 p.m .-9:00 p.m.
Davol Square, second level, Pro
vidence. Daily—Model of the pro
posed Providence W aterfront:
historic photos and renderings of
American Art” ; Through Jan.
Hnnt-Cavanaugb A rt Gallery,
lower campus, PC. Through Oct.
12— Paintings and Prints by
Joseph Paquette and Joseph P a
quette, Jr. Hours: Mon.-Thur. 9:00
a.m.-4:30p.m. and 6:30p.m.-9:30
, Fri. 9:00 a.m.-4:30 p.m.
Flatland 1884: First editions of
Flatland (printed in six languages),
Victorian manuscripts, letters and
photographs of Edwin Abbott and
his associates comprise this exhibit
on the fourth dimension. At the
R ockefeller L ibrary, Brown
University.
Museum of Art, Rhode Island
School of Design, 224 Benefit St.,
Providence. T hrough Oct.
7—“ Portrait o f a Patron: Mrs.
Gustav Radeke” and “ Samuel
Yellin: M aster M etalcrafter” ;
Through Oct. 21—’’Art to Wear:
New H andm ade C lothing” ;
Through Dec. 16— “The Albert
Pilavin Collection of 20th Century
American A rt Through Jan.
)—“ W eaving T raditions of
Southeast Asia” features examples
from the museum’s rich collection
o f Asian textiles. Works from
Cambodia, Thailand, and In
donesia that present a number of
weaving and dying techniques.
Museum of Rhode Island History,
Aldrich House, 110 Benevolent St.,
Providence . Former home o f Am
bassador Winthrop W. Aldrich,
adapted for museum use. Hours:
Tues.-Sat. 11:00 a.m.-4:00 p.m..

Sun. 1:00 p.m.-4:00 p.m. Students
50 cents. 331-8575.
Rhode Island Watercolor Society,
The Boat House, Slater Park,
Paw tucket.
T hrough
Oct.
5—Works by Cristina Martuccelli,
Doris Beattie, Lucia Romano, and
Eileen Shanley. Hours: Tues.-Sat.
10:00 a.m .-4:00 p.m., Sun. 1:00
p.m.-5:00 p.m.
Roger Williams Park Museum of
Natural History, entrances on
Elmwood and Park Avenues and
Broad St., Providence. Through
mid-Nov.—Wood Carvings by An
tonio Brum and “ The End of a
Line: Primo Landi, Ornamental
Architect.” Ongoing exhibits—
Trilobites: Rulers of the Ancient
Seas, Rhode Island Archeology
and African Fibers and Adorn
ments. Hours: Tues.-Fri. 10:00
a.m .-4:30 p.m., Sat. and Sun.
noon-5:00 p.m.
Sarah Doyle Gallery, 185 Meeting
St., Providence. Hours: Mon.Thur. 10:00 a.m .-10:00 p.m., Fri.
9:00 a.m.-4:00 p.m., Sat. 11:00
a.m .-3:00 p.m.
Three For All Gallery, the Arcade,
downtown Providence. Through
Oct. 13—Eskimo prints and draw
ings. Hours: Mon.-Sat. 10:00
a.m .-5:00 p.m.
Woods-Gerry Gallery, 62 Prospect
St., Providence. Through Oct.
15—Hypergraphics 1984: Visualiz
ing Higher Dimensions. Films,
paintings, sculpture, and graphics
which explore the theme of dimen
sionality in art will be on view in
this collaborative effort by artists
and scientists. Hours: Mon.-Fri.
9:00 a.m.-4:00 p.m., Sat. 11:00
a .m .-4:00 p.m .. Sun. 2:00
p.m.-5:00 p.m.

ON STAGE
Cabaret, presented by Playwright
Productions, City Nights Dinner
Theater, Elks Club Ballroom, Ex
change St., Pawtucket. 723-6060.
Curtain: Fri. and Sat. 8:15 p.m..
Sun. 7:15 p.m. Dinner served at
7:00 p.m. on Fri. and Sat. and at
6:00 p.m. on Sun. Tickets: $15 for
dinner and show. Through Oct. 14.
Caucasion Chalk Circle, presented
by the Flat Branch Theater Com
pany at the Mediator Fellowship,
50 Rounds Avenue, Providence.
831-0188. Curtain: Fri. and Sat.
8:00 p.m. Through Oct. 13.
Passion Play, opens at Trinity
Square R epertory C o ., 201
Washington St., Providence on
Oct. 12. Through Nov. 18. Cur
tain: call 351-4242.____________

Night Watch, presented by Top
Hat Productions at the Coachmen
Restaurant, Routes 138 and 24,
Tiverton. 624-8423. Curtain: Wed.
and Thur. 8:15 p.m. Buffet served
at 7:00 p.m. Tickets: $14 for show
and buffet. Through Oct. 19.
Sophisticated Ladies will be at the
Providence P erform ing A rts
Center on Oct. 10 and 11 at 8:00
p.m. Freda Payne stars in Duke
Ellington’s program of superb
music and dance. P opular
American tunes in the score include
“ Mood Indigo,” “ It Don’t Mean
a Thing,” “Satin Doll,” “Take the
A Train,” and the title song
“Sophisticated Lady.” The elegant
costumes bring dazzle to this ac
claimed production. Wella Kim
won a Tony Award in 1982 for the
expensive costumes. Valued at
more than half a million dollars,
they are some of the most expen
sive costumes to be worn on
Broadway. Box Office hours:
Mon.-Fri. 10:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m..
Sat. noon-5:00 p.m. 421-ARTS.
Terra Nova opens at Trinity Square
Repertory Co., 201 Washington
St., Providence on Oct. 5. Through
Nov. 4. Curtain: Call 351-4242.

LECTURES
On Thur., Oct. 4 at 7:00 p.m., Ar
thur Loeb, professor of Art at Har
vard University will present a lec
ture on Virtual Reality, Artful Dlusion in conjunction with the ex
hibition Hypergraphics 1984:
Visualizing Higher Dimensions (on
view at Woods-Gerry Gallery, 62
Prospect St., Providence, Oct.
4-15). Brown University, List
Gallery, Providence.
Printmaker Joan Lyons will speak
on Tues., Oct. 9 at 6:30 p.m. as
part of the Rhode Island School of
Design Visiting Photographes Lec
ture Program. Free and open to the
public. RISD Auditorium, 2 Canal
St., Providence.
John Cage, the innovative and con
troversial musician best known for
the visual quality of his composi
tions, will be the first speaker of the
Mellon Lecture Series. Free and
open to th e public. RISD
A uditorium , 2 Canal St.,
Providence.
Dr. David Silverman, Associate
Professor of Oriental Studies at the
University of Pennsylvania and
Associate Curator at the Universi-

ty M useum , will speak on
M um ification and Ancient
Egypyian Funerary Religion on
Thur., Oct. 11 at 5:00 p.m.
Museum o f Art, 224 Benefit St.,
Providence.

MUSICAL
NOTES
Laurence J. Leavitt Memorial
Concert on Sun. Oct. 7 at 3:00
p.m. The Boston Village Gamelan,
a nationally known Indonesian
musical group that included the late
Laurance J. Leavitt, will appear in
a concert dedicated to his memory.
For m ore inform ation call
331-3511.

On Screen
Avon Repertory Cinema, Thayer
St., Providence,. 421-3315.
Bristol Cinema, 87 Bradford St.,
Bristol. 253-9846.
Brown University Film Society,
863-3178.
Castle Theater, 1029 Chalkstone
Ave., Providence, 831-3178.
Lincoln Mall Cinema, Lincoln,
333-2130.
Uncommon Valor will be in ’64
Hall on Mon., Oct. 8 at 8:00 and
10:00 pm.

Nightlife
by Christine McQuade
Alias Smith & Jones, 50 Main St.,
East Greenwich
Fri., Oct. 5—Poor Boy
Sat., Oct. 6—2nd Avenue
Frat House, 1522 Smith St., North
Providence
Wed., Oct. 3—The Heat
Thur.-Sat., Oct. 4-6—The Buzz
Sun., Oct. 7—The Probers
Mon., Oct. 8—The Buzz
Tues., Oct. 9—Radio Star
G. Flagg’s, 3172 Pawtucket Ave.,
Providence
Wed., Oct. 3—Touch
Thur.-Sat., Oct. 4-6—The Robert
Allen Band
Sun., Oct. 7—The Heat
Mon., Oct. 8—Young Neal & The
Vipers
Tues., Oct. 9—The Robert Allen
Band
Wed., Oct. 10—Touch
Gillary’s, 198 Thames St., Bristol
Fri., Oct. 5—TBA
Sat., Oct. 6—One and Another
Gulliver’s,
Farnum
Pike,
Smithfield
Wed., Oct. 3—The Name
Thur.,-Sat., Oct. 4-6—The Probers
Tues., Oct. 9—Strut
Wed., Oct. 10-The Name

__ Thur-frit.. Oct. 11-11-Stntt—

JR’s Fastlane, Washington St.,
Providence
Wed., Oct. 3—Strut
Thur., Oct. 4—Eight-O-Five
Fri., Sat., Oct. 5-6—The Shake
Sun., Oct. 7—Touch, The Heat,
Moriah, Steve Smith & the Nakeds,
Contact, Rags
Tues., Oct. 9—The Probers
Wed., Oct. 10—Strut
Kirby’s (former Library), Rte, 7,
Smith field
Every Wed. and Thur.—DJ from
9:30 p.m .-l:00 a.m.
Every Fri. and Sat.—DJ from 9:30
p.m.-2:00 a.m.
Last Cali Saloon, 15 Elbow St.,
Providence
Wed., Oct. 3—The Spot Finders
Thur., Oct. 5—George Leh and
His Rockin’ Shoes
Fri., Oct. 5—Close to the Bone,
Next Exit
Sat., Oct. 6—Nick Branch and the
Prime Rib Band
Sun., Oct. 7—Tottas Blues Band
Mon., Oct. 8—Stovall Brown
Tues., Oct. 9—Jack Smith and the
Rockabilly Planet
Wed., Oct. 10—Big City Twisters
The Living Room, 273 Promenade
St., Providence
Wed., Oct. 3—John McGlaughlin
and the Mahavishnu Orchestra
Thur., Oct. 4—(tentative) Joan Jet
Fri., Oct. 5—Warren Zevon, Rudy
Cheeks
Sat., Oct. 6—Ministry, Front 242
(of England)
S un., O ct. 7—City H istory
Presents: Rash o f Stabbings, New
Rules, MX, A ction Faction,
Crim inal
Lingo,
Poseurs,
Gangsters Glory, Cool Chassis,
Presence
Lupo’s, 377 Westminister St.,
Providence
Wed., Oct. 3—Ronny Earl and the
Broadcasters
Thur., Oct. 4—Papa John Creech
and the San Francisco Allstars
(with Merle Saunders o f the
Grateful Dead, John Chippolina of
Quick Silver Messenger Service,
and Dave Martin of Santana).
Fri., Oct. 5—The Schemers
Sat., Oct. 6—NRBQ
Sun., Oct. 7—Regae from 4:00
p.m.-8:00 p.m.. Funk Dance P ar
ty from 9:00 p.m.-closing
M on., O ct. 8—Home Town
Rockers (8:00 p.m.-10:00 p.m.
open bar)
Tues., Oct. 9—Klemtones
Thur., Oct. 11—Robert Crey Band
(band from Animal House)
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ENTERTAINMENT
B-W ay’s Gigi at the PPAC
by AJysia K. Harpootian
Gigi, which was at the Pro
vidence Perfonning Arts Center
this weekend was an absolute
delight!
The cast is led by Louis Jourdan
in the role of Honore, the uncle
who eagerly watches his nephew
Gaston fall in love with Gigi. Jour
dan is perfect in his role as his cap
tivating voice and mannerisms daz
zle the audience. Jourdan played
Gaston in the movie classic Gigi,
and as he returns to the new stage
production, he sings “ I Remember
It Well” and “ I’m Glad I’m Not
Young Anymore.”
Gigi is played by Lisa Howard
who is an extremely versatile ac
tress. She plays an ingenuous ag
gressive young girl who becomes a
sophisticated woman almost over
night. Miss Howard is lively and
child-like while singing “ The Night

They Invented Champagne” yet
she proves she has a gentle delicate
quality when she sings “ Say a
Prayer for Me Tonight.”
Tom Hewitt is superb as Gaston.
He sings perfectly and his lines are
delivered with great enthusiasm
and style. Hewitt’s charm and
dynamic personality enlivens the
play as well as the audience.
Tania Elg, who at one point in
her career played Olympia
Buchanan on “ One Life to Live,”
portrays Gigi’s grandmother. She
is refreshing and understanding in
her role. In contrast, Betsy Palmer
is witty and constantly calculating
as she plays Aunt Alicia splendidly.
The costumes were exquisite;
bright and colorful, complimenting
the production. The set was also a
pleasure to view as it constantly
changed.
In all Gigi makes you leave the
theater smiling!

The Musical Marriage:
Rustinhausers Perform at PC
by Rosemary Cipolla
Thom as R u stinhauser and
Merilyn Neher (Mrs. Rustinhauser)
came to Providence College on
Saturday, September 29 and per
formed a cello-piano duo which
lifted the hearts of many. The pro
gram consisted o f Scarlatti’s
Sonata in D Minor, Schubert’s
Sonata in A M inor, and
Rachm aninoff’s Sonata in G
Minor, Op. 19.
Mr. Rustinhauser, who original
ly comes from California, made the
decision to study the cello serious
ly when he was 16. He came from
a family where music was ap
preciated, and developed his tal
ents further when he studied cello
in New York with a teacher from
Julliard. He formerly taught at PC
and continues to teach because he
enjoys it.
Being a difficult instrument to
master, Mr. Rustinhauser feels that
he has a love/hate relationship with
the cello. He has performed solo
and cham ber recitals in Los
Angeles, Boston, New York,
Switzerland, and Austria and has
appeared on Radio Zurich and
Radio Boston. He is presently on
the Applied Faculty of Tufts
University, Northeastern Universi
ty, and in Providence at the
Wheeler School and Creative Arts
School.
Mrs. Rustinhauser started play
ing the piano as a form o f competi
tion with her brother. She taught
herself to read music and began
playing the piano when her father
decided to let her take lessons. She
privately studied at a Conservatory

with M r. G orodinitzki. Mrs.
Rustinhauser has performed in Los
Angeles, Boston, New York,
Switzerland and has appeared as a
soloist in Hawaii for the U.S. State
Department. She has given radio
performances in Los Angeles,
Boston and Zurich and is present
ly on the Applied Faculty at Tufts
University and an Applied Music
Consultant at Brown University.
The Rustinhausers have been
playing together for eleven years
and direct an interesting Summer
Music P rogram in Grachen,
Switzerland. They rent a campsite
in the Alps where people interested
in music can attend, taking two
lessons a week with chamber
coaching throughout their stay.
The people love spending their time
there and practice constantly in the
three studio rooms. There will be
five teachers this coming summer
who each focus on five individuals.
This summer they are also adding
an Adult Seminar session for two
weeks, along with the college
students who stay for sue weeks and
the high school students who stay
for four weeks.
Both Mr. and Mrs. Rustinhauser
feel that society in Europe is much
different from society in the United
States relative to music. In Europe,
the people appreciate classical
music and want to hear it constant
ly. In the States, society is not as
supportive. Although both Mr. and
Mrs. Rustinhauser question the
music field at times, they feel
satisfaction when teaching and love
for music when playing and
performing.

Grateful Dead Member Coming
Tom “ T .C .” Constanten, the
original keyboardist for the rock
group “ The Grateful Dead,” will
be performing on solo piano at
Lupo’s Heartbreak Hotel, Pro
vidence on October 25.
Constanten’s show, entitled
“ From Ragtime to Dark Star,”
touches on the roots o f ragtime and
then proceeds with the boogiewoogie era. A fter he plays several
contem porary classical pieces,
Constanten performs impressively
arranged tunes by “ The Grateful

Dead.”
Since leaving “ The Grateful
Dead,” Constanten has been in
volved with various projects in
cluding an acclaimed off-off
Broadway musical and a piano
album which won Record World’s
album o f the year award in 1980.
Constanten has recently taught
piano in San Franciso and also for
the State University o f New York
system.
For showtime and ticket infor
mation call: 351-7927.

Trinity’s Season Begins
Terra N ova opens October 5 in
Trinity Square Repertory Com
pany’s upstairs theatre. This play,
by Ted Tally, tells the story o f five
Englishmen and five Norwegians
determined to be first in placing
their flag at the South Pole. Set in
the winter of '1912, this play
presents the beautiful Antarctic
landscape,
balancing
this
suspenseful drama.
Passion Play, by Peter Nichols,

opens on October 12 in the
downstairs theatre. This is a com
ical and occasionally painful view
o f a twenty-five year marriage in
danger due to a young seductress.
Passion illustrates the alienation
and vulnerability characteristic of
many marriages today. Another set
of actors plays the main characters’
alter egos, revealing emotions and
thoughts o f the couple.

Rhode Island’s Parallel 5th will soon release their new album.

Parallel 5th: Progressive Satire
by Lauren Ablondi
As the final palm tree was pull
ed into place, the crowd at the Liv
ing Room (a club on Promenade
Street) on Thursday night really
began to wonder just what they
were in for. On September 27th the
native Rhode Island band Parallel
5th made their debut.
They played in front o f an ex
tremely creative, bright and “ offthe-wall” backdrop. A huge
yellow harp (that no one played),
an ironing board and two huge
palm trees really invigorated the at
mosphere. However, dominating
the stage were four talented musi
cians. There was Robert Kalberer

on guitar, Scott Seaback on drams,
Bill English on bass guitar and
James McGrath vocalizing lyrics
created by himself and Robert
Kalberer.
The band describes their music
as “ eerie comedy.” Their songs
take a cynical look at the feelings
and habits o f people today.
U pon hearing the song
“ Foamy,” you might think this
song is about a boy, his dog and a
car, but Parallel 5th stresses that
“ it’s actually representing the loss
of innocence, the end of Camelot
in America and the tragic feeling
we all felt in 1963 when John Ken
nedy was assassinated. A time of

doubt and worry.” “ Snowbirds”
has a fast-paced tempo and a rous
ing beat. They even have a song
that depicts the importance of the
smallest state in America. The
name? You got it—Rhode Island!
Parallel 5th is off and rolling:
They must be-with no album
released yet and full national
coverage! If you have a sense of
humor, and want meaning behind
lyrics and some crazy entertain
m ent
from
a
talented
band...Parallel 5th is for you!
Their new album titled Parallel 5th
is soon to be released.

Explore Your
Career Interests
TAKE

The Strong-Campbell
Interest Inventory
A Q U IN A S I

Wednesday, October 10, 2:30 p.m.
Thursday, October 25, 2:30p.m.
A Helpful Tool to Use in Your Career Planning Process
Sign U p N ow At

The Counseling & Career
Planning Center — Slavin 210
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FEATURES
Samaritans Save Lives
by Kathy Rossbaum

The Story of PCs Seals
by Carolyn D’Alessandro
The original Providence College
seal was recently rediscovered by
Dr. Donna T. McCaffrey while she
was researching a dissertation on
the founding o f Providence
College.
Bishop William A. Hickey, the
second corporate President, and
William D. Noon, President of
Providence College from 1919 to
1927, agreed on the original model
o f the seal. They commissioned the
production o f the seal to Pierre de
Chaignon, a local artisan and
engraver, on October 8, 1921. The
seal, a painting o f the arms, two
copper plates, and a pen drawing
o f the seal were delivered to Pro
vidence College on March 6, 1922
for ninety dollars.

On the outer rim of the seal is the
inscription “ Sigillium Collegii Providentiensis Conditi MDCCXVII”
which translates into “ The Seal of
Providence College Founded in
1917,” The Corporation o f the col
lege was signed into law on
February-14, 1917, but America’s
entry into World War I delayed the
enrollment o f students until 1919.
This fact explains the date of
1917 on the seal.
Inside the inscription is the cross
o f Saint Dominick. On top o f the
cross is an open book with the
words “ Disciplina et Scientia,”
m eaning
“ discipline
and
knowledge” , printed on it.
Above the cross are three simpler
crosses which serve as a reflection

o f the more elaborate cross of Saint
Dominick underneath the book.
The new seal came into existence
under a president sometime after
1927. This seal has the torch of
St. Dominick on it and the word
“ Veritas” , the symbol of truth, in
scribed on the torch. Veritas is now
the official motto of the school and
the Order o f Preachers.
Dr. McCaffrey researched the
changing of the seals in her disser
tation, and she is the source o f the
information above“ As the Domincan control of the
college was more clearly establish
ed, and as trend designs changed,”
explained Dr. McCaffrey, “ the
richer, more ornate seal was put
aside for a more simplistic seal,”

In our society, suicide is a sub
ject that unfortunately, m ost peo
ple choose not to discuss. It is
something that has come to be
socially unacceptable and is, in
fact, practically taboo. In Pro
vidence, however, there is a place
where people with suicidal feelings
can turn to to talk with someone
about their problems.
The Samaritans is a twenty-four
hour suicide prevention center. The
center offers a confidential, nonjudgemental listening service to
those who call the emergency
number. The Samaritans are a staff
o f carefully selected and trained
volunteers who answer approx
imately 150 phone calls per day
from suicidal individuals.
The purpose o f the center is to
“ befriend” and to be there for peo
ple with suicidal feelings. The staff
does not try to talk the individual
out of committing suicide, but
rather lets the individual talk
himself out o f the act. The goal of
the center is to help suicidal in
dividuals make the decision to live.
The staff does not deny peoples’
feelings nor do they ever make
someone’s problem seem insignifcant or foolish.
The Samaritans began in Great
Britain in 1953. There are now over
250 centers in England and virtual
ly a branch in every country in the
world. The branch in downtown
Providence is necessary and very
important given the fact that
suicide is the second leading cause
of death among 18-24 year olds and
the second leading cause o f death
in the state of Rhode Island.
This is a “ scary” fact indeed,
states Carolyn Benedict-Drew,
Director o f the Providence center.
Ms. Drew is just one of the many
people who see the great need for
students, educators, clergy and
parents, to come together and
make suicide everyone’s business.
She feels that it is time to “ get
suicide out o f the closet;” suicidal
individuals need someone to talk to
and someone in whom they can
confide.
For these reasons, the
Samaritans is an extremely valuable
and important organization. It is
also a very special organization in
light of the fact that it is run by
volunteers. Ms. Drew could not
em phasize enough how the

WATCH For
Details For THE
PHOTO CONTEST

BENEDICTINE MONKS
OF MT. OLIVET
A PIONEERING COMMUNITY:
‘
‘
‘
‘
‘

LIFE OF PRAYER
PASTORAL MINISTRY
PRISON MINISTRY
RELIGIOUS EDUCATION
HIGH SCHOOL TEACHING

WRITE:
Father Alphonsus M. Volpe, O.S.B.
Vocation Director
Mt. Olivet Priory
4029 Avenue G
Lake Charles, Louisiana 70601

volunteers are wonderful and
dedicated. She also added that
volunteers are always needed. Ms.
Drew noted that she is “ more than
pleased with the ability o f the
younger volunteers to care.” She
added that “ they are extremely
committed and tend to be not as
judgemental.” Ms. Drew believes
that the reason for this is the fact
that most young people have
friends who have committed or at
tempted to commit suicide if they
themselves have never experienced
suicidal feelings.
Being a volunteer provides a
marvelous support system among
the volunteers. They have a
mutual, common bond between
them in helping the troubled in
dividuals. “ At the center,” Ms.
Drew says o f her volunteers, “ we
don’t care who the person is or
what the person is.” People from
all walks of life work side by side
in a common battle against suicide.
The personal background o f the
volunteers is insignificant. What is
significant is the satisfaction that
the volunteers receive from their
work.
The Providence branch of the
Samaritans now has about 60
volunteers, although more are
always needed. Volunteers need not
have any special previous training
or skills, but they must be at least
18 years o f age. The center pro
vides a six week training course
which meets one night per week
from 6-9 p.m. During the course,
the volunteer is informed about
medical emergencies, relationship
problems, alcoholism, depression,
grief and loss, and finally “ befrien
ding.” To be chosen as a volunteer,
the candidate is required to fill out
an application and to have a per
sonal interview with two staff
members. In this interview, the
candidate has the opportunity to
express his or her reasons for wan
ting to become a Samaritan
volunteer. Candidates who are
chosen to become voluteers are re
quired to work at least one four
hour shift per week and one over
night shift per month.
If you are interested in becom
ing a volunteer for the Samaritans
call the center at 272-4044 to re
quest an application. The center is
located at 33 Chestnut St. in Pro
vidence, RI 02905.

ED. NOTE: Last week’s
picture of Jim Giaimo
was taken by John
Robbins, not Brian
Thornton.__________

LAWS OF CLASS SCHEDULING
1. If the course you wanted most has room for ‘n’ students you will
be the nth-plus 1 to apply.
2. Class schedules are designed so that every student will waste the
maximum time between classes. .
3. A prerequisite for a desired course will be offered only during the
semester following the desired course.
LAWS OF APPLIED TERROR
1. When reviewing your notes before an exam, the most important
ones will be illegible.
2. The more studying you did for an exam, the less sure you are which
answer they want.
3. 80% o f the final exam will be based on the one lecture you missed
about the one book you didn’t read.
4. If you are given an open-book exam, you will forget your book.
Corollary: If you are given a take-home exam, you will forget where
you live.
5. At the end of the semester you will recall having enrolled in a course
at the beginning o f the semester and never attending.
SETT’S LAW OF HIGHER EDUCATION
The one course you must take to graduate will not be offered during
your last semester.
DUGGAN’S LAW OF SCHOLARLY RESEARCH
The most valuable quotation will be the one for which you cannot
determine the source.
ROMINGER’S RULES FOR TEACHERS
1. When a student asks for a second time if you have read his book
report, he did not read the book.
2. If daily class attendance is mandatory, a scheduled exam will pro
duce increased absenteeism. If attendance is optional, a scheduled ex
am will produce persons you have never seen before.
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Costume Jewelry is Back

There’s something for everyone at the Arcade. (Photo by Tom Corrigan)

Davol Square: A Shopper’s Delight
Fellow students, there are places
to shop other than Barnes and No
ble and places to eat in addition to
Raymond Cafe. For those who
wish only to browse, as well as
those who want to shop, an in
teresting day can be made by a trip
to the Arcade.
The Arcade, one of Providence’s
main attractions, is located on
Westminster Street in downtown
Providence. The Arcade is one of
the nation’s oldest shopping malls,
featuring a wide range o f cafes,
shops, and cultural events. Much
o f the Arcade’s flavor stems from
Boston’s Quincy Market. The ar
chitecture o f the Arcade is unique
for it beautifully blends the old

with the new. Every Sunday at the
Arcade, one can find strolling
clowns, free balloons, and the
chance to face paint.
Following are a list o f just some
of the cafes and stores found in the
Arcade.
FOOD
Baby Watson—Syrian sandwiches,
juices, cheesecake, pastry case
Bon
A ppetit—croissants,
cappuccino
China Inn—fast food Chinese
restaurant
Natural Sweetness—fresh fruit
salads, salads, soups, sandwiches
Pizzeria Regina—pizza and other
Italian food
Providence Cookie Company—

by Alysia K. Harpootian
In case you have not noticed,
costume jewelry is back. Earrings
are exaggerated—long and dangl
ing or extra-wide, coming in a
variety of oversized shapes, in
wood, glass, or rhinestone—adding
a special sparkle to any outfit.
Bracelets are also an important
accessory this fall. Rhinestone
bracelets are increasingly popular
as they dazzle the eye. Again
bracelets tend to be oversized and
commanding.
Necklaces give a particular
drama to outfits with their brilliant
color and glimmer. Many of the
necklaces featured are chokers of
crystal sculptured pieces o f glass or

multi-colored beads. The longer
necklaces are made with large
beads of various sorts. Metallic
beads are also popular this year, as
they give evening wear a certain
glisten.
Almost anything goes in the
w orld o f costum e jewelry.
Necklaces, earrings, and bracelets
need not match—that’s part of the
excitement—to be carefree and
daring in order to create a look that
Much o f this jewelry is a
resurgence o f the 40’s and 50’s so
start looking through Mom’s and
Grandma’s old jewelry boxes—you
never know what treasures await
you.

homemade cookies
SHOPS
Basil
&
M cNichois—The
Cookbook Store—eccentric cards,
wrapping paper and cookbooks
Crabtree & Evelyn—toiletries and
comestibles
Em press O riental A pparel—
Oriental clothing for females, tshirts and robes for all
The Game Keeper—games o f all
sorts
Olde Smoke Shoppe—imported
cigarettes, cigars, tobacco Pappagallo—preppy clothing and
accessories for girls
Queen of H earts Lingerie—
designer lingerie

First Three Years....Crucial for Couples
Campus Digest News Service
Sociologist David Olson of the
University o f M innesota has
developed a survey he says is 80
percent accurate in predicating
whether a couple will still be★

together three years after the wed
ding day.
Olson’s research includes surveys
o f 30,000 American couples in
prem arital counseling. The
125-question survey, called

RISK IT
To Laugh is to risk appearing the fool
To weep is to risk appearing sentimental
To reach out to another is to risk involvement
To express feelings is to risk exposing your true self
To place your ideas, your dreams before the crowd, is to risk
their loss
To love is to risk not being loved in return
To live is to risk dying
To hope is to risk despair
To try is to risk failure
But risks must be taken; because the greatest hazard in life
is to risk nothing
The person who risks nothing, does nothing, has nothing, and
is nothing
He may avoid suffering and sorrow, but he simply cannot learn,
feel, change, grow, love, live
Only a person who risks is free
★ SO L O M O N , from pg. 1
higher crime areas instead of
neighborhood areas. He states that
educational programs in school
systems can help protect people in
society. He is opposed to capital
punishment but feels that society
should keep the prisoner in jail for
life. For the more non-violent
crimes, he feels that, due to the lack
of room in the jail system, society

should allow these jailed people to
come into the community but let
them pay their way by giving
money to the state. He also would
like to set up a program in which
the state helps the ex-convicts find
a job and then will pay the victim
money.
Solomon is also looking for an
alternative energy company in
order to reduce energy costs. He
would like to change from the Nar-

PREPARE, helps identify areas of
agreement and disagreement so the
couple will “ start talking and
hopefully resolve their d if
ferences,” Olson says. It’s the first
of its kind to have been tested for
predictive accuracy.
In his questioning, four pro
blem areas surfaced: 1. personality
issues (day-to-day living habits), 2.
communication issues, 3. conflict
resolution (how disagreements are
settled), and 4. realistic expecta
tions (realization that some things
are not changed by marriage and
that conflicts/problems will arise.
The sad statistic (at least so far)
is that one out of four new couples
separate or divorce during the
crucial first three years.
ragansett Electric Company to the
Hydro Electric Company in
Canada. He feels that this program
is the cheapest way of creating
energy. However, it would not go
into effect for two years.
He would also like to correct the
tourist program in Rhode Island.
He would like to create a Five Year
Plan in the general reconstruction
of Rhode Island including the
degradation in downtown Pro
vidence, in order to increase the
money made each year from
tourists. Anthony Solomon looks
forward to a bright future for the
state and the city of Providence.

Please address typewritten work with name and box number to The
Alembic Student Poetry Corner, Box 1810. All submissions will be
considered for the 1984-1985 Alembic, unless otherwise requested.

The
fastest-growing
profession
in America.
According to the U.S. Bureau o f Labor Statistics,
the need fo r paralegals is about to double.
N ow is th e tim e to b ecom e a p a rt o f this
dy n am ic p ro fe ssio n . . . a n d th ere is n o finer tra in 
ing available th a n at P h iladelphia's acclaim ed
In stitu te for P aralegal T raining. A fter ju s t four
m o n th s of in ten siv e s tu d y, we will find y ou a job
in th e c ity o f yo u r choice. We a re so c o n fid en t of
th e m arketability o f o u r g ra d u a te s that w e offer a
u n iq u e tu itio n re fu n d plan.
To learn ho w yo u c an a d d m a rk e t v alue to
yo u r college d eg ree, re tu rn th e c o u p o n o r call tollfree: 1-800-222-IPLT.
We’ll be on cam pus O ctober 16, 1984 ____
Contact your placement office to arrange for an.
individual interview or group presentation.

Housing and
Financial Aid
available

THE INSTITUTE
FORPARALEGAL
TRAINING
Approved by the
American Bar
Association

Mail this coupon to:
RPC
Institute for Paralegal Training
1926 Arch Street
Philadelphia, PA 19103
Please send a copy of your catalogue.

Phone—-------_ _ _ -------

---------
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Call PC ’s Career Counseling Center

Fr. Sluarl McPhail, a "Big Man on Campus.”
(Photo by Brian Thornton)

Interview with Fr. McPhail

by Julie Scaturro
Do you need help deciding what
you want to do with your life? If
the answer is YES!!!, then allow
the Career Counseling Program to
help you in your search.
PC’s Career Counseling Pro
gram will provide you with tools
and guidelines needed to help you
decide where your interests lie. The
people involved with the Counsel
ing Center devote their time and
their library to students in need.
Mrs. Jackie Kiernan McKay,
head of the counseling center, says
that the Career Counseling Pro
gram is a process. First, the student
must explore him/herself in the
relation to interests, aptitudes,
abilities, and experiences; in other
words, assess himself. He must also
take into consideration his values
and his skills. Here is where liberal
arts education comes in handy, it

allows the student to know,
something about everything and he
can use this knowledge in making
his decision.
Next, the student, with guidance
from this center, will gather infor
mation about whatever interests
match with his self-assessment. An
example o f one of the tools used in
this step is a card file which can be
found in the center’s library,
located in Slavin Center room 210.
In this file, majors are listed on
cards in alphabetical order, one
major per card. Under each major,
are all jobs that it applies to. In ad
dition to this file, there are many
handbooks, encyclopedias, and
other resources on the “ Start
Here” table and shelf which
describe each m ajor and its
requirements.
There is also a test. The StrongCampbell Interest Inventory, which

helps to measure patterns o f in
terest. However, do not rely too
heavily on this test. It does not
solve the problem o f what you
want to do with your life; it only
helps you to see what you are in
terested in.
Another aid for the students is
a series o f Academic Career
Seminars which will be held during
the m onths o f October and
November. In this series o f
seminars, students will be able to
hear lectures about different ma
jors and learn what each major in
volves and how it can be of use to
them.
Once the student has decided on
a major and career, the final step
is put into action. Tune in next
week for the last step: The Job
Search.

by Anne D’Andrea
For this week’s interview, the
Cowl was able to speak with a very
energetic and busy man at PC,
Father McPhail. Father is a very
visible person on campus, and at
Slavin Center in particular. Here is
what he had to say.
Q: Fr. McPhail, what is your posi
tion at PC and what does your job
encompass?
A: I am Assistant Director and
Program Coordinator of Slavin
Center. I administrate and coor
dinate all cultural and recreational
needs of the college community,
that is the students, faculty, ad
ministration, alumni and guests.
Some examples o f these events are
the dedication o f a building,
P a re n ts’ Day and P a re n ts’
Weekend, Oktoberfest, and the
Faculty-Staff Christmas Party. I
assist the BOP concerning projects,
and also help students with their
problem s relating to the
community.
Q: Father, because of your involve
ment with the recreational and
social life of the students, would
you comment on the current con
troversy concerning the drinking
age and activities on and off
campus?
A: It has been very difficult to
come up with alternative non
alcoholic activities that would be
appealing and attractive to people.
It’s like writing a term paper- it
takes a long time to get your ideas
down on paper the way you want
them, and sometimes you have to
put it aside and then come back to
it. If any student has an idea about
a social activity that is legally
viable, I would love for that stu

dent to come into my office and see
me. We are looking for positive
concrete suggestions of what to do
on campus. I feel if we can make
a start at a solution, we will be able
to alleviate some o f the pressure in
the neighborhood. The suggestion
must fall within the prescripts of
the city and state ordinances. I
must stress that point.
Q: Would you tell me the most
rewarding moment you have had
here at PC?
A: Well, I have been here since
1972, and started my work with the
BOP and other organizations in
September 1975. The most rewar
ding aspect of my position has been
the satisfaction I have felt when an
event such as Parents’ Weekend
has gone smoothly, and I know
that the students and their parents
have
thoroughly
enjoyed
themselves. This enjoyment makes
all the work worthwhile. I would
like to mention that Parents’Day
and Parents Weekend have gone
from tiny functions to immense
events, due to starting preparations
early and plugging away!!
Q: Father, has student involvement
increased or decreased over the
years?
A: I feel the level o f involvement
has stayed the same through the
years. Every year I have had a basic
core group o f three or four super
students who gave assisted me
greatly. I couldn’t have pulled off
many occasions without them.
They definitely make my job easier
and more enjoyable. There have
been many other students who have
participated also, but have had the
added responsibility o f jobs on or
off campus.

C lassifieds

-On CampusClassifieds
Full Service Typing
for business and
professionals—
I 7 5 1 -4 2 1 8 1

ZABBY’S SANDWICH SHOP
Dorm Reps wanted. Please call
331-4141. Off campus delivery.
Mon-Fri, 5-9 p.m. Minimum $5
order 35 cents per sub. $1
maximum.

BARMAID WANTED
Call Paul between 9 p.m. and
i a.m .—949-9888.
— -----------------------------------T Y P IN G S E R V IC E

— ----Irish Sweaters
All sizes, pull over and button
down. Limited supply. $160
each. Call 351-2325.

On campus pick up and
delivery. $1 per page for
double-spaced term papers and
reports, resumes, etc.
7 0 1 o<24
_________ _

___________________________ Discount home and car audio.
MONTREAL
Over 50 brands available, plus
w P P V F N ir p a r t y
blank tapes. Contact David
Nov. 2, 3, 4—$68.00
Dugas, campus rep. for Hi-Fi
Includes R.T. transportation from Sales Co. at 865-3396 or P.O.
your campus. 3 days-2 nights hotel
Box 755.
in D .T. M ontreal. Welcome
Party—all taxes & tips. Drinking

_______________________ _______

age 18. Over 40 colleges will attend.
CALL TODAY. OPTIONAL
BR^ p N„S ' M ONTR EAL

Looking to earn extra cash this
semester? Become our college
travel representative. En-

T TOWN TOURS & TRAVEL
482 Main Street
Malden, MA 02148
617-321-3993

th™ias“ to tra?el
Ex‘
“ Ilent buslness/marketmg teai° « Call
Bruce
at
1-800-431-3124
or
1-914-434-6000 (NY state only).

‘v’e/lta/tic-ft-te %
in the Arcade
Downto .«i Providence

Wed. & Sun!
F ra n k S a n to s

R Rated Hypnotist!
8 & 10 pm
Thursday

Mixed Review
Featunntj w nsteur &
National Comedians!
New Comedians Welcom e!
9p-m-

Fri.&Sat.

COMEDY
REV IEW
Top local & national
comedians!
9 & It p.m.
Reservations:

274-0170

APARTMENTS:--------------------- 1 WDOM Club and Concert listings
every weeknight at 8:30 p.m. REM
and the Alarm-live exclusive inter
Off-campus housing available.
views in October!
Beautiful, furnished 3-bedroom
apartment on River Ave. Call
Ma: You’re just a bundle of sex
351-4523.
ual animosity. Now that we’re both
BIRTHDAY GREETINGS:-------- 21, we can do those things in that
love book, remember chapter 3,
that you love to do. Love, JP
Happy b-day, Wench Woman.
Now you’re legal in all respects.
5th F.W.: It’s time for a reunion!
Have a good one (but leave us a
It’s up to Homage, the Strap, MTV
few virtuous boys!) Love, the third
Eyes, or Travel Bags to host it.
roomie.
Shanker and Plus one can’t for ob
vious reasons. Forest
Mar, Can we talk? Here’s to a funfilled 21st birthday. This year I’ll
Attention PC Men. Do you want
be there helping you get into trou
your face on all the new Providence
ble. Love, Dover
College “ Men o f P C ” Calendar?
If interested put your name in box
Hey, you woman, big 21! Happy
2879.
b-day! Love, The Lady in Red.
Happy 24th big brother! Karen &
Susan

Anyone interested in applying for
an American Express credit card
call Dave at 865-3812.

MISC.------------------------------------To the Hi Sailor Dave Bogdan—
congrats on becoming a 2nd
classman. I’ll be with you all the
way! Love, Sue
Anyone looking for a ‘non
drinking’ Oktoberfest ticket, call
Karen at 3678.

To the Bargain Basement Specials:
Why spend the rest o f your lives
trying to forget something you can
hardly even remember. Thanks for
everything. Love always, MJ
You’re the best Hoover—I love
you!
RIDES----------------------------------

To the “ ouch” gang at 96 and 79
Pembroke—-thanks for the bon
voyage! Be good, take care, & God
bless. We’ll miss you—Au Revoir
Shiiff.R A. Tree

Need ride to New Jersey on Oc
tober 19. Will share expenses. Call
351-4523.
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BOP NEWS
Coffeehouse...
★ c o m in g s o o n ★
Backgammon Tournament

Saturday, October 13
9-1:00 a.m.

October 16, 1984
9-12 p.m.
at the Last Resort
$1.00 Entry Fee
Sign-ups in the
BOP Office

at the Last Resort
Proper I.D. Required
Admission: $5.00
Featuring

“ ENGLISH”
T ickets on sale 4:00 p .m ., T hursday & F riday, O ctober 11 & 12 in the BO P O ffice.

WATCH FOR DETAILS!

Film Committee presents...
DATE: S u n d a y, O ct. 14
TIME: 8 & 10 p.m.
PLACE: 6 4 Hall

DATE: M on day, O cto b e r 8
TIME: 8 & 10 p.m.
PLACE: 6 4 Hall

—
The music is on his side.

Lecture Committee presents
★ NOTICE ★

October 11,1984 — 8:00 p.m.
64 Hall — Admission $1.00

Do you have new ideas?
If so, come to our

John Roarke

OPEN
HOUSE

Star o f ABC- T V ’s Fridays and regularly featured on Thicke o f the Night.

Thursday, Oct. 4—7 pm
at the Last Resort
Come join our open
discussion for possible
new activities at P.C.
All Are Welcome
“ Help Us to Help You”

America’s most innovative impressionist

Travel Committee Presents

A DAY IN BOSTON
Saturday, October 13,1984
Adm.: $3.00
Buses leave from Slavin at 11:00 a.m. and return at 5:00 p.m.

A,
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I t ’s Your Turn:

It s World Series Time - Again!
By D ebi W robleski

Junior Chris Terreri will be ready for action as the Friars take on the Fighting
Sioux of North Dakota on Friday, October 12, and Saturday, October 13 at
7:30 p.m. at Schneider Arena.
' (Photo by llrian Thornton)
★ H O C K E Y , f r o m p a g e 16
perience, along with te am m ate Catte rall’s keen offensive an d defensive sm arts, will pro v id e an added
plus to th e offensive stance o f the
F riar squad.
Veterans M ike Brill, D an W urst,
and M ike Flanag an each saw a
great deal o f ice tim e last season.
T heir e ffo rts, a long w ith M ark
Sherburne and new com ers P a u l
C avallini a n d Shaw n W h ith am ,
will be grea tly u tilized . E ach
m em ber o f th e d efense will take
turns p a troling the blueline from
a ny unw elcom ed g uests.
A t center ice this year will be
c aptain T im A rm y. A consistent
leader, A rm y played in all 34 games
last season, tallying 20 goals and 26
assists, to becom e the second
highest scorer on last year’s ro ster.
T his year’s c ap ta in is not the first
A rm y to have c ap tain ed a P C
hockey team . T o m , S r., (T im ’s
d ad) was the college’s hockey cap tain in 1953.
A lso joining th e ran k s a t center
will be Steve Bianchi. Bianchi is an
exciting player to w atch , a s th is
B loom ington, MN resident will
drive through any obstacle to reach
the goal. L ast year he became P C ’s
third leading scorer w ith a to ta l o f
31 points. T im Sullivan (3 goals, 8
a ss is ts ) , A n d y C a lc io n e a n d
freshm an G ord C ruick sh an k will
fill o u t th e center sp o ts.
T he h a rd driving sh o t o f left
w inger Steve R o o n ey poses a
distinct th rea t to any c ontender on
this year’s schedule. H is pow erplay
experience is invaluable to th e
Friars a s this c ra fty player alw ays
seems to find the right tim e to slip
one past the oppositio n . L ast year,
R ooney exploded fo r 11 goals an d
16 assists.
T eam m ate Jim R o bbins will
sw itch from right to le ft wing th is
year. T his change can only enhance
the pote n tia l o f th is ju n io r w ho
scored ten goals last season. Jo h n
D easev (7 goals, 14 assists), D ave

W iIkie <l 8 ° a l- 4 assists). ^ n e
B oudreau (4 goals, 4 assists) and
M ark H orvath (injured last season)
wdJ
reFed o n heavily, as each
had t *le P ° ten tia l t0 score under
an y c onditions.
A Pla yer who is th e epitom e o f
Quickness is right wing A rtie
Yeomelakis. W ith excellent perform ances in his fre sh m a n an d
soph o m o re seasons, F ria r fans can
only expect bigger an d better things
from this C am b rid g e, M A native,
F ast year Y eom elakis played in all
^4 Sanies f ° r 14 goals a n d 16
assists.
Jo h n D eV oe is a player w ho is
co n stan tly digging f o r the puck,
This aSgressive stickhandler can be
frequently seen fig h tin g fo r the
Puck ln the corners. A lth o u g h he
was sidelined w ith a knee injury
*ate *ast season, D eV oe successfully attributed 14 goals an d six assists
t0 the F ria r cau seB rian Til1- w ho scored 2 8oals
an d 5 assists, h a s pro v en to be one
P 9 ' s m.ost cons' stent players on
tFe r'8 ^ t side. Till, joined b y Lance
N e ls o n , T e rry S u lliv a n a n d
fresh m an P a u l Sheehy will add
d epth to the right w ing po sitio n ,
W ith their entrance in to the new
league, the Friars will have a tough
tim e ahead o f th em in this y e ar’s
schedule. A ccording to captain Tim
A rm y, the te am is physically and
m entally rea d y to begin their
season. “ E veryone is really excited
ab o u t playing in th e H ockey E ast
A sso ciatio n . T h e team h a s pulled
together well to form a closely knit
u n it, an d we’re looking forw ard to
a very successful y e a r .”
T h e Friars open their season at
hom e, o n Frid a y O cto b er 12 in a
to u g h gam e ag ain st the U niversity
o f N o rth D ak o ta. Both th e coach
an d the team seem confident on the
outcom e o f th is tw o gam e series,
“ W e’re all expecting g o o d things to
h ap p en th is y e ar,” com m ented
rig h t w in g e r, J o h n D eV o e.
“ T here’s a lot o f excitement on this
team , an d we’re ready to d o things

H ere we a re once ag ain in the
m idst o f M a jo r L eague Baseball
P lay o ffs. W hile som e people will
b e m aking reservations to travel
across co u n try to p la y o ff cities,
others will be staying at hom e glued
to the reliable television set. W orld
Series Fever is in the air an d four
team s have caught it. T h e question
is w ho’s going to keep it?
Before we can really th ink a bout
th e Series, let’s ta k e a look a t the
p la y o ff team s. In the A m erican
League E ast, we have the D etroit
T igers, w ho can be described sim p
ly as the best. T h e Tigers started the
’84 season w ith a surprising 35-5
reco rd , a n d finished first in the
standings w ith an overall 104-58
record (the best record in baseball).
T hey were able to stay 15 games
ahead o f seco n d place, T o ro n to
Blue Ja y s. T h e T igers finished the
regular season as th e best team in
b aseball, how ever one m u st be
c au tio u s in m aking predictions.
R em em ber last year w hen the
Chicago W hite Sox fell victim s to
Baltim ore? I t ’s easy to get your
h opes u p a n d th e n get greatly
d isap p o in ted . I know som e people
d id ; especially a fte r purch asin g a
sh irt in Chicago d u rin g the ’83
play o ffs th a t rea d ‘Chisox A L
C h a m p s.’ So befo re we get carried
away w ith D etro it, le t’s n o t totally
nullify K ansas City in th e A .L ..
K a n sa s C ity h a s c e r ta in ly
struggled th is seaso n , how ever I
give Dick H ow ser credit w here it is
d u e. This R oyal Skipper bro u g h t a

^ --E A S T

we h a v en ’t done b e fo re .”
T o be successful, this year’s Friar
team m u st o rg an ize them selves in 
to playing th e ir style o f hockey.
A ls o , a v o id in g a n y in ju r ie s ,
e sp e c ia lly t o th o s e se a so n e d
veteran s, is cru cial. O n th e w hole,
P C has a balanced te am o f players
w hose success can o n ly depend o n
e a c h in d iv i d u a l’s d e d ic a tio n
tow ards his developm ent within the
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In cross: cou n try action Friday,
th e L ady F riars lost a to u g h dual
= 'th e “ « r» ls y a s c o r e o f
19-36. T he m eet, held u n d e r overc ast skies, w as r u n on th e grassy
te r r n n o f R oger W illiam s P a rk in

, tim e o f 20:56 f o r te n th place.
Com pleting th e to p seven fo r P C
Were freshm en Kris U rb a n t (13th
place) , nd Leslie D elajl0 (I4th
w ith , ilnes o f 21:3, „ d
21:37 respectively,
Adele Ritchie led th e pack o f P C
rnnners, ^ finishlng w ithin „ „

F r° v
. ,
N ick, H ,c ro a k ran a strong race
to finish first fo r P C and fifth
overall w ith a tim e o f 19:34. T he
w inning tim e fo r th e 3.1 m ile

m inute o f eac h o th e r, w ith a 17th
piaCe finish o f 22:00. She was trailed in quick succession by Ja n et
M agher (18th plaCe_22:01), W e n d ,
B reuer (19th place-22:17), A nn

i e9:° l a SheW ? qrmC5 S
followed by Sue M ontam bo (19:47)
m sixth place Juke M orand (20:14)

Jackson (20th place-22:19), K athy
w ilso n M E plaCe-22:28), and
K atie C u rra a (2 2n d p iac e -ii:5 0 ).

" “ T J v'T C h" » ‘ 5i™ til ™ :28>
in eighth. M aureeen H older round
ed o u t th e scoring once again w ith

S e e X-COUNTRY, p a g e 15

C oach M ark Skinkle note d the

The Next Two Weeks in Sports

NORGE TOWN
JUST DOWN
THE STREET
FROM YOU!

th e revam ping o f general m anager
D allas G re en .
T he acquisition o f Rick Sutcliffe
from Cleveland and the addition
th e unexplainable perform ance o f
Ryne Sandberg has helped the C ub
bies not only look like a real team ,
b u t play like one. T he advantage in
the N .L . playoffs unquestionably
goes to C hicago. A lthough they
h a ven’t been a cquainted w ith ex
citem ent o f com petitive w inning
fo r q u ite som e tim e, things are
looking good in the W indy City.
T h e starting pitching, experience
a n d fact th a t th e first tw o games
are in W rigley enables us to realize
this team is alive and ready fo r the
Series. ( I t’s a m using to no te that
this team was laughed a t f o r being
helpless and hopeless during spring
training b u t now th e y c an look at
them , thinking how w rong they
w ere!)
Yes, this season ha s brought
som e surprises. T here will be
baseball in W rigley Field th is fall,
a s well as lots o f action in K ansas
C ity, M O ..
So, th e big question is shall we
ju m p on th e C ubbies bandw agon,
o r keep o u r new D etro it cap on?
W hat a b o u t th e new Royals shirt?
A nd, d o n ’t forget th e P adre sw eat
shirt! W hich will it be? Pe rh ap s a
rem atch o f th e Cubs and Tigers as
in 1945?
W ell, it’s tim e to w ipe th e slate
clean and catch the spirit o f true
baseball. A n y o f these fo u r team s
have the potential to win the W orld
Series.

NU Streaks by PC
§^= H O C K E Y

Friday
Saturday

COIN LAUNDRY
& DRY CLEANING

team hindered by suspensions (due
to the cocaine incident) and injuries
to th e to p o f the A .L . W est. O w n
ing the w orst winning percentage in
th e A m e ric an L ea g u e h isto ry
(.519), H ow ser and th e R oyals re
bounded from w h at could have
b e en a c o m p letely d isa stro u s
season. N o o n e could even envi
sion, in th e ir dream s this team
a head o f C hicago o r C alifornia;
how ever they did it!
W ith George Brett back in action
and the pitching s ta ff he althy (led
by D an Q uisenberry) the Royals
are looking pretty tough.
In th e N ational League we’ve got
q uite a surprise: th e S an Diego
P ad res and th e C hicago C ubs.
T hese tw o te am s have never w on a
N a t io n a l L e a g u e d iv is io n a l
cham pionship.
T he San D iego Padres were the
first to clinch th e N .L ., w ith 11
games under m anager D ick Ulims.
T he P a d res have som e sound
p la y o ff experience fro m several
players- Steve G arvey, C raig N et
tles and G oose G ossage. H ow ever,
m ost people are putting the Padres
behind th e Cubs due to the m ajori
ty o f young players. T h e Padres
Skipper, Dick W illiams did lead the
R e d Sox to th e to p in ’67 w ith the
im possible d ream . Pe rh ap s this
situation will be th e sam e?
C ubs m anager Jim F re y hopes
otherw ise. T he Chicago C ubs have
developed their baseball into a
quality style. T he C ubs o f 1984
(a.k .a . Phillies W est) have gone
back to th e basics o f baseball under

luesday
Wednesday

‘ Women’s Tennis at U -C onn..........................................
3:00p.m .
•Field Hockey vs. University o f Rhode Island .....................................................................3:30 p.m.
‘ Men’s Tennis at New England’s (at H arvard).............................................................................. TBA
‘ ‘Men's Cross-Country at l.'RI tU K '. RIC. Coastal Track Club)
I BA
‘ Football Club vs. A s s u m p t i o n ...............................
...
....................100 p.m
•W omen's Tennis vs University ol New H a m p sh iic ..............
.. 1:00p.m.
•Mcr.'s Tennis at New England's (at Harvard)
TBA
•W omen's Soccer at Keer.e State
....................................
11 00 a m
•Men’s Soccer vs Seton Hall
2:00 p.m
‘ Men’s Tennis at New England’s (at H arvard).............................................................................. TBA
•Field Hockey vs. M aine........................................................................................................ 1:00 p.m.
*Women’s Tennis vs. H arvard....................................................................................................... TBA
•M en’s Tennis at New England’s (at H arvard).............................................................................TBA
‘ Women's Soccer at Stonehili........................
. . . . . . .
. .. 3'3r c m
•Field Hockey at 3C.
............................................................. 7 00 p.m
•W omen's Volleyball at R.l A .I.A .W .'S .............................................
..................TBA
‘ Men's Tennises. Fairfield
3 0 0 p.m
•W omen’s Volleyball at R.l A.L A W S ..................................
TBA
‘ Women's Cross-Country R .l State Meet at Bryam .............................
4 00p.m
•W omen's Tennis at Browr.
......................................................... 3:00 p m
•Men's Hockey vs North D ak o ta ................................................
7 30p.m.
•W omen's Volleyball at U-Penn
TBA
‘ Men's Cross-Country Penn State Classic..................................................................................... TBA
•M en’s Hockey vs. North D ak o ta ......................................................................................... 7:30 p.m.
•Field Hockey vs. Fairfield.....................................................................................................1:00 p.m.
•Women’s Volleyball at North Caroline Stale & Virginia Commonwealth............................... TBA
•Men's Soccer vs. BC
2:00 p.m
‘ Women's Tennis at Newport
. TBA
•Field Hockey vs. Villanova
‘ Women's Tennis vs BC
•W omen's Soccer vs. Holy C ross. . . .
•M en's Soccer at Stonehili..........

..............

.........................

3 30 p.m
...,3 :3 0 p.m.
3 30pm
. . .3:00 p.in
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SCOREBOARD
RACQUETBALL NEWS
Last weekend, the club crushed
UMASS and Northeastern in a
practice match. Next week, the club
will be announcing its up and com
ing schedule for the rest of the year.

WOMEN’S RUGBY
By Jackie Smoloski
In Saturday, September 29th, the
PC Women’s Rugby Club scrim
maged against Bryant College in
front of a large enthusiastic crowd
on Raymond Field.
President Alice Clifford led the
forwards in winning every scrumdown o f the scrimmage. Unfor
tunately excellent ball handling by
Kathy Malone ’87 and newcomer
Mary Flick ’88 were not enough as
the ruggers lost to Bryant 12-0.
Despite the loss, a very encourag

ing outlook is held by the club, with
returning veterans working closely
The Women’s Rugby Club will
officially open its season on Oc
tober 13th when they seek revenge
on Bryant College at Bryant, 10

The top finishers for Providence
were Pat Cunningham finishing 7th
with 159 points, and Andy Falcone
with 162 points finished 9th.
with newcomers forming a strong
squad.

WOMEN’S SOCCER

Other results: Brian Murphy
(159); Larry Bellorado (165); and
Art Wilson (167).

The Lady Friar’s beat Salve
Regina this past Saturday, 1-0. Gail
Gerner scored the only goal o f the
game.
GOLF TEAM
This past weekend, PC Men’s
Golf team finished third in the Big
East Conference Championship.
The Friars had a two day total of
643 points.
St. John’s took first place with
623 points and UConn was second
with a 642 stroke total.

OLD STONE ROAD RACE
Former Providence College Har
riers, Ray Treacy and Charles
Breagy finished one and two in last
Saturday’s 10 kilometer road race.
Treacy, who clocked 29:32, edged
former teammate Breagy by a slim
:06 seconds, who finished at 29:38.
Also finishing in the race were
Women’s Cross Country Coach
Mark Skinkle, who finished 6th
with a time of 31:3, and Men’s
Basketball Assistant Coach, Steve
Hocker, who finished with a time
of 31:52. Hocker had won PC’s

own President’s Day race earlier in
the week.
For the women, PC Professor
Carol Crafts took eighth with a
time of 41:26. Dr. Crafts is a pro
fessor in the Science Department.

MEN’S TENNIS
Last week, the Providence Col
lege Men’s team lost to Brandeis
University by the score of 7-2. Tom
McNulty beat his opponent 6-1,
2-6, 6-4 and Brian Monroe took his
match 6-4, 6-2 for the only Pro
vidence wins.

played on Saturday at PC against
the West Roxbury Men’s Rugby
Club.
INTRAMURAL NEWS
An Intramural Wrestling Clinic
and Tournament will begin on
Tuesday, October 16, 1984. Sign
up now in the IAB Office in Peter
son Recreation Center.

PRESIDENT’S DAY ROAD
RACE RESULTS
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

MEN’S RUGBY
The PC Men’s Rugby Club was
victorious this weekend in a match
against neighboring Bryant. The
“ A ” , “ Killer B” and “ C” teams
crushed their opponents in all three
matches.
The next rugby match will be

MEN’S DIVISION
Steve Hocker 15:08
Dan Sullivan 16:25
Glenn Corbit 16:45
Jerry Holland 16:45
Jerry Coggins 17:15

WOMEN’S DIVISION
1. Carol Crafts 19:09
2. Carol Panaccione 21:28
3. Kathy Kelly 21:52

Friars Drain UMass. 34-12
by Kevin Sghia

PC’s (number 4) Mark Mullins, puls the icing on the cake as he heads a beautiful shot past the Syracuse goalie. Mullins’
goal gave PC a 4-2 victory. Details on page 16.
(Photo by John Robben)

A nnouncem ent

The
Fieldhouse
is Now
Open
Friday
& Saturday
N ights
Until
1 1:00 P.M.
★ X-COU N TR Y , from pg. 14
100% effort given by each runner
stating that the team has been train
ing for just over three weeks now
and there has already been 100%
improvement. He was also pleased
with the team spirit in evidence
both among the members o f the
team and also those who helped
The Lady Friars also competed
in the Rhode Island State Meet held
at Bryant College on Tuesday.
Results for that meet will be printed
in next week’s Cowl. One final
note, freshman Wendy Breuer’s
name was inadvertently omitted
from last week’s paper. She plac
ed 103rd overall in the URI meet
■finishing sixth for PC in her first
college race.

1984-1985 WINTER SPORTS
STUDENT COUPON REDEMPTION SCHEDULE

REDEEM
Oct. 9-12
Oct. 9-12
Oct. 22-26
Oct. 22-26
Oct. 30Nov.2
Nov. 6-9
Nov. 13-16
Nov. 13-16
Nov. 15-21
Nov. 15-21
Nov. 26-29
Nov. 26-30
Dec. 4-7
Dec. 4-7
Dec. 4-11
Dec. 13-19
Dec. 17-21
Dec. 17-21
Dec. 17-21
Dec. 17-21
Dec. 17-21
Dec. 17-21

GAME
DATE
OCT. 12
OCT. 13
OCT. 26
OCT. 27

HOCKEY
HOCKEY
HOCKEY
HOCKEY

OPPONENT
NORTH DAKOTA
NORTH DAKOTA
WISCONSIN
WISCONSIN

NOV. 4
NOV. 10
NOV. 17
NOV. 18
NOV. 23
NOV. 24
NOV. 29
DEC. 1
DEC. 8
DEC. 10
DEC. 11
DEC. 19
DEC. 23
DEC. 28
DEC. 29
JAN. 9
JAN. 12
JAN. 13

HOCKEY
BSKB.
HOCKEY
HOCKEY
HOCKEY
HOCKEY
BSKB.
BSKB.
BSKB.
BSKB.
HOCKEY
BSKB.
BSKB.
BSKB.
BSKB.
BSKB.
BSKB.
HOCKEY

BOSTON COL.
BRAZIL (exhib.)
MINNESOTA
MINNESOTA
COLORADO
COLORADO
ASSUMPTION
DAYTON
RHODE ISLAND
HOWARD
BOSTON UNIV.
FAIRLEIGH DICKINSON
BROWN
FLEET CLASSIC
FLEET CLASSIC
CONNECTICUT
SYRACUSE
MERRIMACK

★ Tickets may be redeemed at the ticket booth on the first floor of
Alumni Hall on the days listed above. Ticket booth hours are 9:00 am
and Noon, 1:00 pm and 4:00 pm.

Domination is one of those fun
ny words which can hav several dif
ferent meanings to all kinds of peo
ple. However, there was no ques
tion of the meaning o f domination
in Providence College’s 34-12 drub
bing o f UMASS Boston, last Satur
day,
in
Sommerville,
Massachusetts.
The Friars struck early to take
control of the game. Following the
first o f three Jack DeFares in
terceptions, PC scored on their se
cond possession. Sophomore Mark
Tarpey spearheaded a revived run
ning attack as he carried all but
once on the drive. Starting from the
UMASS 47, Tarpey had runs of 17,
8 and 7 yards leading to a fourth
and goal situation. On the fourth
and two, Junior Pat Keelan gave
the Friars a 7-0 lead on a plunge in
to the line.
Head Coach Kevin Dorgan was
pleased with the play o f all five runningbacks, especially on the second
drive. Tarpey, Keelan, freshman
Steve Bryant, senior John Goggin
and sophomore Joe Sanguilo led
the PC rushing attack.
Coach Dorgan was also pleased
with the performances of his
receivers. “ The receivers (John
Donahoe, Peter Murphy and Bill
McNamara) had a big game and
the quarterback (Kevin Delane)
threw the ball well.”
In the second quarter, PC padd
ed its lead as Delane connected with
Donahoe, who beat the entire
defense by 20 yards. Donahoe was
all alone on the scoring strike and
commented, “ I made a move,
hesitated and then he (the defense
back) stopped and Kevin threw a
perfect pass.” “ He is a crafty
player who works hard at getting
open,” said receiver coach Dan
Niles on Donahoe’s performance.
Finally, before the half, co

captain Kevin McLean picked off
the first o f his two interceptions of
the day. Following the intercep
tion, McLean running like a man
possessed, returned the ball 21
yards for a touchdown. Commen
ting on the score that gave Pro
vidence a 21 to 0 lead at the half,
McLean said, “ I read it well. The
same thing happened last week and
I missed it, so I wasn’t going to
miss it again. I saw some daylight
on the sideline and ran for it.”
After half time, the PC express
was temporarily derailed. A lack of
concentration set up 95 and 14 yard
touchdown passes to wide receiver
Peter MacDonnell from relief
quarterback Eric Francis o f
UMASS. Both conversion attempts
failed, as the Friars lead was cut to
21-12. However after Francis final
ly added life to a lethargic UMASS
offense, PC struck back on the en
suing kickoff.
As Keelan scored his second
touchdown o f the day, he scooped
up the kickoff and on a brilliant
run took it down the sideline, 89
yards, for a touchdown.
The final PC score was a 14 yard
strike from Delane to Donahoe.
Donahoe stated “ We knew the play
well from last year. Kevin put the
ball right in the corner. It was a
perfect pass.” Bill Giblin, who con
verted his first four extra points,
failed on the final score.
Looking ahead to Saturday’s
home contest agianst Assumption,
co-captain Jim Flaherty said, “ We
were up for this game but Saturday
we need support for the game
against Assumption.” DeFares
concluded that “ Saturday we have
to stay mentally healthy for the
whole game.” But, even for the
few defensive mistakes, and the
lack of a consistent running game,
the keynote o f the day was the
Friar domination.

Tel. (401) 273-4410

Sfa** SUputce
UN ISEX HAIR SALON
661 Douglas Ave.
Providence, R.I.
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Providence College is an activt
member o f ' the National Col
legiate Athletic Association!

SPORTS

„BKS
EAST

PC Takes BEN Tourney

Even iwo Syracuse fullbacks can't stop Freshman Larry Hayes as he boots one past the helpless Orangeman goalie. Hayes
started the ball rolling for the Friars witha the first goal of the game.
(Photo by Chris Glionna)

by Pam Goglia
This weekend Providence Col
lege’s Alumni Hall was the setting
for the Women’s Volleyball Big
East Northern Division Champion
ship Round Robin Tournament.
Playing along with the Lady Friars
were teams from Boston College,
UConn and Syracuse.
During opening rounds o f play
on Saturday, PC was victorious
over all opponents. The Lady
Friars took BC in three games with
the scores of 15-1, 15-6, 15-0. They
then went on to conquer UConn
and Syracuse in three straight
games with score sets of 15-6,15-4,
15-7 and 15-3, 15-6, 15-10
respectively.
Sunday proved to be another
good day for the PC Volleyball
team as they finished the tourna
ment by clinching the play-off

games with an overall tournament
record of 6 wins and no losses. This
was done by defeating UConn,
15-6,15-5,15-3, and BC 15-4, 15-2,
15-6. The Lady Friars then wrap
ped up the torunam ent with
straight games over Syracuse 15-6,
15-8, 15-10.
A fter the tournam ent, PC
Volleyball Head Coach Dick Bagge
said he was very glad with the wins,
but he did not seem to be excited
with the overall performance of the
players throughout the tourna
ment. He noted there were no
notable individual performances,
just a good effort by the team for
the wins.
The Lady Friars now have a
record o f 16-1 for the season.
Overall, the Lady Friar’s season
has been going well.

Providence Ruins Seventeenth Ranked Syracuse, 4-2
by Kevin O’Hare
Problems of depth, inexperience
and missed opportunities which
have plagued the Friars throughout
the season, came back to haunt PC
last Wednesday at home against the
University of Massachusetts. Pro
vidence dropped a heartbreaker to
the #4 ranked team in New England
2-1.

After a scoreless first half, PC’s
John Farren booted one into the
UMass net, on a pass from JuniorPat Buckley. Six minutes later,
Massachusetts Andy Ring eased a
shot by Friar net-master Joe

Crehan to even the score at one-all.
Providence, despite countless
opportunities and drives, could not
tally another goal. UMass capitaliz
ed on the Providence defensive
mistakes to win the game. On a
three-on-one breakaway, forward
Robert Trajkouski placed a shot
just out of arm’s reach o f the lung
ing Joe Crehan. With 2:40 left in
the game, Providence could not
come back.
Coach Jeff Gettler o f 4-1-2
UMass explained, “ This was a
must win. We had to beat PC. We
made them play to our style of
game.”

Coach Bill Doyle was more
philosophical. “ Basically it was a
lack o f wanting to win. The midfield let us down. It was a duplica
tion o f the URI game as we see
sawed in the second half. We got
the opportunities but couldn’t
capitalize.”
Also, Doyle was outraged with
the officiating. When John Farren
was tripped in the closing moments
o f the contest, no stoppage was in
dicated by the referee. “ A gutless
call” , commented Doyle.
Against national power and Big
East rival, Syracuse University, the
Friars did not lack “ wanting to

PC Begins Era in Hockey East
There is a great deal o f excite
ment and anticipation among the
Providence College community as
we stand upon the threshold of a
hockey season that promises to be
nothing short o f a real “ thriller.”
This year’s team is sure to make a
definite imprint in the national
standings o f the 1984-1985 season
due to their unique blend o f skill
and talent.
This year, PC begins its first year
as a member of the newly formed
Hockey East Association. The
league will consist of BC, BU,
UNH, Maine, Northeastern, U of
Lowell, and PC.
In addition, the Friars will have
the opportunity to compete against
the members of the Western Col
legiate Hockey Association. This
interaction between the HEA and
the W CHA will be made possible
through an agreement that was
developed in 1983 by Hockey East
Commissioner and PC Athletic

Director, Louis Lamoriello.
Coach Steve Stirling starts his se
cond year at Providence College
after ending last year’s season with
a 21-11-2 record. Five years earlier,
Stirling coached at Babson College
where he earned a 88-42-5 career
record. He was also named New
England Coach o f the Year in
1980. With a year at PC under his
belt, Coach Stirling hopes to bring
his team to another championship
tournament.
“ We’re going to be a good, solid
team because we have a lot of
depth—in goal, on defense and in
our forwards.”
Coach Stirling expressed his en
thusiasm about joining the Hockey
East Association and is looking
forward to starting the season.
“ The faster we start the season, the
better we’ll be. As soon as we get
into the flow o f playing a regular
schedule the stronger our team will
be.”

In goal for PC this year will be
Chris Terreri. This seasoned War
wick, RI resident currently holds
the school’s record for the most
saves in one period with 24. He also
ended last year’s season with a 3.07
goals against average.
R ounding o ff the list of
goaltenders will be freshmen Larry
Crosby and Ed Walsh. Crosby
comes to PC after playing a year
in the U.S. Junior Hockey League
in Minnesota while Walsh gained
his high school experience at near
by Bishop H endricken High
School.
This year’s defense will be led by
Peter Taglianetti and Nowel Catterall. The perform ance of
Taglianetti who ranked fifth on last
year’s scoring list with 29 points,
will be a substantial factor in the
success o f this year’s team. His exSee H O C K E Y , p age 14

win” . The Black ana w nitepunea
off an upset comparable to their
defeat of Connecticut last year. PC
put on a gritty performance from
start to finish.
Friar Larry Hayes gave Pro
vidence the lead at 15:16 into the
game. Hayes fetched a deflected
shot, dribbled by one defender and
slipped a shot into the net.
Syracuse’s Nino Pappas answered
minutes later, evening the score at
the end of the half.
The Orangemen put pressure on
the Friars by swarming into the
Providence defensive end early in
the second half.
Taking advantage of a PC defen
sive foul-up, Mark DiMonte strode
in unmarked and headed the ball
into the PC goal. It was a scene
reminiscient of the UMass contest
days before, but the Friar hooters
would not surrender.
M idfielder/forward Brendan
Lynch fed John Farren with a

superb pass, which F arren
deposited in the left side o f the net
at 60:50. Farren’s goal seemingly
ignited the Friars, as PC completely
dominated the remainder o f the
contest.
Senior Art Podgorskf, moving in
from the right side of the goal,
boomed a shot into the vacant left
side o f the net. Midfielder Mark
Mullins finished the Orangemen
off, scoring on a beautifully ex
ecuted header. Both of these goals
were set up by Junior John Farren.
Needless to say, Coach Doyle
was pleased. “ This proves to our
players that we can play anyone
(Syracuse was 7-0 at game time and
ranked -17 in national polls). We
weren’t so helter skelter today. We
had to establish our game.' Our
midfield was our crucial area. They
had to work two halves and sup
port our center fullbacks. The en
tire team showed consistency.”

PC Tennis Posts 2-1 Record
by Matt Dixon
Last Wednesday, the women’s
tennis team hosted the Crusaders of
Holy Cross. Unfortunately the
Lady Friars did not fare well as
they lost the match 7-2. This prov
ed to be the third match for the
Lady Friars, who had previously
beaten Wellesley College and Smith
College. PC now stands at 2-1.
Holy Cross, which is also a Divi
sion One team, has a 4-2 record.
They have beaten UNH, Lowell,
Mount Holyoke, and St. Anslem’s.
Coach Shanley said this years
line up is the strongest in a long
time even though there are no
seniors on the team. Part of the

team’s success plays in the number
one position. Also adding to the
success of this year’s team is Patty
Keanley and Colleen Clarke.
If things continue as they have
progressed so far, the Lady Friars
should have little trouble in beating
their 5th place finish of last year.
Updated Results—Saturday,
September 29, 1984
R.I.A.I.A.W . Tournament
Providence finished in first place
with 17 points. Mary Beth Murphy
defeated Kris Simpson (6-2, 4-6,
6-4) finals; Barbara Palombo and
Gin Vargo defeated Ann Weber
and Colleen Clarke in the finals
(6-3, 6-4, 4-6).

Lady Friars Fail to U-Mass
by Diane Durante
If there are any words to describe
the first weeks o f the women’s field
hockey season, they are hard work
and no luck! Saturday, September
29, the girls played their first home
game against the Minutewomen of
UMass, bowing to a 3-0 loss. This
loss brings PC’s record down to
1-5.
Providence played most of the
game on the defense, exhibiting
good teamwork. The first quarter
seemed to be going well, until twen
ty minutes into play, when UMass
scored. Six m inutes later,
Freshman Tonia Kennedy (She had
scored the first goal.) scored again.
The first quarter ended with the
score o f 2-0.
During the second quarter of
play, good efforts were made by
Freshman forward Cheryl Adams
and junior l.isa McGilvray. Also,

sophomore Eileen Kelly got the ball
out o f the UMass zone several
times, but the girls had no luck
scoring.
The last two quarters were
played in similar fashion—PC con
stantly on defense, while UMass
dominated the offense. Goalie Pat
ty Hanlon was successful in block
ing shots as she had 12 saves for the
game.
Although the Lady Friars lost
their 3-sport athlete and co-captain,
Jackie Gladu, they still have three
strong players in seniors Donna
Salvoni, Liz Noble and Karen Siddell. The team beat the University
o f Bridgeport and lost to UConn
by the low score of 2-0.
With PC’s continued hard work,
the tides will surely turn and goals
will start falling into place. The
Lady Friar’s next home game will
be October 4th against rival URL

The Lady Friars suffered a disappointing loss this weekend at the hands of a seasoned U-Mass team. The 3-0 defeat puts
the Friars record at 1-5 for the season.
(Photo by Brian Thornton)

